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Mixed reactions to LW.r changes
by Charles Lwanga

Then pointing to the wooden partition in the wall he added: "It is
even harder to concentrate
because they don't close that gap
to prevent the TV noise coming
in."

A few seemingly minor changes
in the location of the SUB's Games
Room television and the atmosphere of the Lair has resulted
in mixed reactions by students.
Last Wednesday, students found
the TV set transferred from the
Games Room to the Yakima Room
and the Lair-once a dimly lit, quiet
study place-converted into a
brightly lit area, several of the
students were caught unaware.
Some felt the reorganization, made
by the SUB Operations staff, was a
"sweeping move."
"It is an inconvenience,"
remarks Ed Tomayer, a freshman
majoring in physics and
aerospace/engineering. "The TV
should not have been put in the
Yakima Room because one cannot
both study and watch TV."
Tomayer says the changes have
forced him to abandon the Yakima
Room and either study in the Lair
or "walk all · the way to the
library."
Tomayer's view holds true for
several students - including Jeff
Bright, a senior of businss adminstration. Bright was interviewed while studying privately in the
room adjacent to Yakima.
With noise from the TV clearly
disrupting, Bright remarked the
noise affected his conce_ntration. "I
would rather have the TV in the
games room."

Others disagree with the above
views, however, and approvals for
the reorganization came from four
students.
For Mark Nisco, a graphics
senior, the Yakima Room is suited

.
·
,
:

for TV "because people can come
in, tune the TV at low noise and
read." Nisco's _only disappointments are the lights in the room
which "are too bright and don't
. provide good night viewing."

The Lair is now the only SUB room in which students can study in a semi-quiet atmosphere.

Eminent American historian and
sometimes controversial current
affairs commentator Henry Steele
Commager is delivering a public
lecture today at Hertz Auditoriwn.
Sponsored by Douglas Honors
College, Comrnage will appear as
part of the William 0. Douglas Lectures in the Humanities Series.

mager said the campaign and its
results were most notable for their
evasion and avoidance of the real
issues confronting America +'lday.
In November, he cor' · ....ted the
six great American problems to
be:
--Atomic Warfare; "We are
threatened by policies, American
and Soviet, that gravitate alomst
irresistibly toward nuclear war."

At the 8 p.m. presentation, Commager will speak about the 14th
amendment to the U.S. Constitu- · -The Cold War-"We are threatened by a paranoia that sees the
tion.
Soviet Union as a mortal enemy,
In "Equality and Revolution: bent on the destruction of the U.S.
The Constitution's equal protection and of free nations everywhere.
clause is an instrument of revolu- There has never been, and there is
tion," Commager will detail how not now, any basis for this
the amendment is being frequently fantasy," Commager wrote.
cited in federal cases of
discriQiination and reverse -Reconciling the claims of nationalism with the claims of the
discrimination.
Commager, 78, · is currently human race "in a world where all
major problems are global in
Bullitt Professor of American
scope;"
History at the University to
1
Washington.
-The need to protect the natural
His scholarly and popular resources of the globe from the
writings have ,covered the whole "ravages of industry, warfare and
range of American history, reveal- overpopulation;"
to .,generations of students and -:providing national security, not
ing
.. .
citizens the relevance of history for solely by military means, but by
an understanding of contemporary the "courage, intelligence,
affairs.
resourcefulness and virtue" of our
Comrilager has long been known citizens;
internati9nally not only for his -Our interdependence with and
scholarly work, but also for his our obligation to the Third World
sometimes controversial commen- and the world of posterity beyond.
taries on public affairs.
Comniager
earned
his
For example, in an article writbachelor's, master's and Ph.D.
ten for the Seattle Times after the
degrees at the University of
1980 presidential election, ComChicago. From 1926-1938 he was a
)

member of the faculty at New
York University before going to
Columbia University, where he
taught from 1938-1959. Since then,
he has taught primarily at
Amherst
College
in
Massachusetts.
He has held endowed chairs of
history at Cambridge, Oxford and
Uppsala Universities, appearing
as guest lecturer at London Unviersity, nad as a visiting professor .
1
at the University o~ Copenhagen,
Harvard, MIT, Indiana University
·and the Univesity of Chicago.
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Since 1966, he has been
member of the ~ational Academy
of Arts and Letters, which awarded him its Gold Medal for History ,
in 1972. During World War II and I
after, her served on the War
Department's Committee on the
History of the War.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Commager holds honorary
degrees from 41 colleges and
universities in the U.S. and abroad.
Among his publications are The
Empire of Reason: How Europe
Imagined and America Realized
Enlightment, 1977; Britain
Through American Eyes, 1974;
The Commonwealth of Learning,
1968; The American Mind, 1951;
and Majority Rule and Minority
·Rights, 1943.
He edited Tocqueville's
Democracy in America in 1947,
· and is currnely editing a 50-volume
history series entitled The Rise of
.the American Nation.

i,u

Gunnar Marks, a freshman majoring in economics, is not
bothered by the changes.
"Whether the TV is in the games
room or elsewhere is no problem to
me," he remarked, "although the
games room was ·more secluded
and suitably da~er for TV."
The Lair is now a more convenient place for Beth Williams, a
pre-forestry sophomore. "I like it a
lot better this way. I can now sit at
a table instead of lying on a couch.
The lights are bright enough for
reading. If the deejay at KCAT
plays loud music, I just turn it off
in my head and go on studying.''
Support also comes from Bobi
James and Ed Poydras, juniors in
business administration ~nd
political science respectively.
James, while watching Family
Feud on Channel 4, remarked she
preferred the TV ~ the Yakima
Room because "it used to be too
loud in the games room."
As for Paydras, the Lair is now
serving its purpose. "Before the
reorganziation," said Poydras,
''one could easily fall asleep
reading on the couch."
Director of SUB Operations,
Karen Moawad, explained earlier
this week the changes were
discussed by the staff at the beginning of the quarter because they
had found a problem in the games
room.
Moawad said ping-pong players
had little space, the video games
had to be moved from "the south
area to the carpeted and brightly
lit area," and students could not
hear the TV well while games were
played.
"The meeting" noted Moawad,
"found that not many students used the Lair for studies-most went
in for resting which was not the
Lair's purpose."
So, in order to serve all
categories of students-TV watchers, game players and those who
want private study-the Operations
. staff decided to revise the setup in
the SUB, she added.
Moawad said, however, since the
reorganizationshehasrecieved "a
few complaints about the TV
volwne'' and some students have
expressed preference for the
Yakima Room without TV.
She is contemplating moving the
set to the second floor lobby.close
to the SUB theater. "We are looking into the feasibility of installing
a cable at the upstairs lobby and
the TV coud be transferred there
as early as next week."
"We want to use the building to
the best advantage of students. All
these changes are aimed towards
furthering this goal," Moawad
said.
She agreed, however, students
should have been notified in ad, vance of the changes.
"Looking at it now, I think we
would have warned students about
this," conceded Moawad, "but we
never thought it would be a problem anyway.''
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Shoplifting:
By Alan Anderson
This article is the third and final in the Crier's series examining shoplifting. This week, it
will examine deterrents, criminal and civil laws, and the media's role in prevention.
Deterrent aids
The war is on. Shoplifters are trickier than ever in their quest to rip-off merchants. And
the merchants, in retaliation, are becoming just as tricky in their quest to··s top it all.
As it is, surveys show stores catch only one out of 35 shoplifters. Store owners don't like
that statistic one bit, and are steadily aiming to do something about it.
Some merchants are responding to rising thefts by hiring more uniformed guards and
other security personnel.
But guards aren't always effective. Shoplifters can go where:guards can't see. To co~ter
such ploys, stores are using one-way mirrors and- closed-circuit TV to spy on their
customers, as well as their own employees - who often steal more than the outsiders.
They're also chaining merchandise to racks and buying e{ectronic scanners to spot
·
·
shoplifte<Htems.
The result: Flourishing business for the makers of security devices·- especially scanners,
which are place4 at exits and sound an alarm if a speci~l tag hasn't been from re1J1oved
from the merchandise.
'
One such firm, Censormatic Electronics ·Corporation, reported a 50 percent increase in
sales of one year and claims scanner demand remains high. K.nogo Corporation has been
reportmg equally towering gains.
Macy's department store of New York and California ordered three million dollars worth
of scanners and tags. A representative of Sensormatic claims increasingly widespread use
of such detection devices is "inevitable."
Not all merchants are swearing by such mechanisms. "Scanners are a crutch," says
Lewis Shealy head of security for Woodward & Lothrop, a Washington, D.C., department
store. "These devices can be beaten. You need people watching customers to cut shoplifting."
Officials go to extreme ends to catch shoplifters. Some stores hide a detective in a por. table column - a so-called Trojan horse - surrounded by one-way mirrors. Upon spotting a
thief, he notifies a clerk on the outside via a two-way radio, who catches the shoplifter.
Other tactics store security employ include peering from behind fake air vents, wandering isles dressed as shoppers and scouting entire stores with multitudes of closed-ciruit TV
cameras.
Many stores, in order to cut costs, use dwnmy cameras and scanners as a bluff.

. l

Criminal Prosecution

Experts are in complete agreement prosecution must follow apprehension in order to
spread the word shoplifting isn't overlooked.
Shoplifting is a crime. And merchants want everyone to know it.
In Washington, there iS no crime called shoplifting. Rather, this form of theft is included
in the statutory definition of theft. Most shoplifting cases include merchandise worth less
~- ;.. .tli&n $250 ~arid are ~
cla~ified
third degree theft.
This is gross misdemeanor carrying a maximum penalty of up to $1000 and/or a jail
term of up to one year. Actual sentencing for adults takes place at the discretion of the
court.
In Kittitas County, most shoplifting cases are referred to Nancy Peterson in probation
services for a pre-sentence evaluation. Here, someone in Peterson's office evaluates·the
ca5e .on an individual basis, and makes recommendations to the court as to sentencing. According to Peterson, in most cases a probationary alternative of some sort is recommended.
Such alternatives include, referring mentally incompetent people to a particular area for
needed counseling, assigning community service, and requiring attendance at a new mandatory five week shoplifting awareness class.
This class, called the Shoplifting Prevention Corps, is in planning by Mike Butler, a CWU
student and an employee of Washington State. The class, the first will begin March 5, is
broken into five weekly steps. Butler describes the steps in this way:
1) Getting the offender to open up to the group, and having them realize they all have
something in common.
2) piscussion of peer pressure involving shoplifting and dealing with family problems now
that they've been convicted.
3) Exammation of shoplifting statistics in Washington and the United States.
4) Getting the individual to recognize the urge of shoplifting and how to deal with it. Also
how to use _their peers when the need arises to talk it out.
5) Alternatives to shoplifting. Where to go and who to see if they're in need of something.

a

therefore

as

Civil penalties .
As discussed in last week's article, Washington employs a civil shoplifting law. This law,
which has been in effect since 1975, creates a civil cause of action which the merchant may
bring directly against the apprehended shoplifter, or the parents or guardians of shoplifting
minors.
.
.The law basically allows the merchant to recover:
1) Actual damages. This is the retail value of stolen items if they are not recovered. If
recovered, but damaged then actual damages are computed by subtracting the reduced
saleable price from the retail price.
2) A penalty in the amount of the retail value of the stolen merchandise whether or not the
item is recovered. The maximum penalty is $1000.
3) An additional penalty of not less than $100 and not more than $200.
It is important to bear in mind that while criminal action remains the prerogative of the
local prosecuting authority, civil action is brought only at the discretion of the merchant.

Media campaign
A burst of TV ads are aimed at stopping shoplifters before they begin. The ads often warn
teenagers thefts can mean a criminal record.
Lem Barney, former Detroit Loins football player says in one ad, ''Hot hands are good only on the field. If you sneak and steal it can be the spoiler of your life." Pittsburg football
player Jon Kolb says, "Take it from a Steeler, don't steal," In some areas shoplifting is called "VD - very dumb."
"
One security chief concludes, "We don't expect shoplifting to go away; we just want to
control i~. But so far we've been losing the fight."

SPECIAL ELECTION BOD

Position No. 1

Register Now In The ASC Office. Election
Held Spring Quarter Registration. The Term
Runs From Summer 1981 - Spring 1982.
Participate In Student Government--·
It Makes ·The Difference!!

.
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Art Bowman: A man of Tnany talents
by Gretchen Stohr

come to conclusions. The question~
Teaching full time is usually were based on cases but many
enough to fill a persons time and . times they would combine facts ot
energy, but for- Art Bowman, it's more than one case."
hardly a start. _ Bowman has also been admitted
Bowman, . a real-estate pro- to the Supreme Court so if, while
fessor, moved from California to working on a case, it goes to the
Ellensburg in 1979 to join- his Supreme Court he. is allowed to
daughter, a Central student. Upon represent the case.
moving to Ellensburg, he started
I noreroea
d t b dmitted t o the
teaching real-estate on campus.
Supreme Court. he ha d t o make a
Teaching is not the only activity personal appearance before the
Bowman is involved in. Before judges be on good standings in his
,.
.
Central, he practiced real-estate
peofess1on and have five years ex·
· · 1 Wh
law in both Glendale, California
perience pracbcmg aw.
en askand Honolulu, Hawaii. ·
ed of the cases he handled in court,
''E
h
·
diff
t
eren
Bowman had passed the bar ex- he stated , ac
. t case is
am in both states and is now work- an d h as 1 s own unique
ing on passing his third bar. He characteristics.''
feels the exams themselves are
very difficult. There is a three and
a hall day exam, which is three
days writing and a half day interview with the bar association.
When asked what the exams called for BoWillan said, "It may be
different now but in those days,
you'd arialyze facts and cases and

How does a person who has lived
his entire life in cities like Glendale
and Honolulu enjoy Ellensburg?
This question was directed to
Bowman, who said Ellensburg is .
his home now, "It's a quiet outdoors style of life." He feels
without all the big city problems
"Ellensburg has a more relaxed
lifestyle."
He is also a member of the parks
. ·
.
and recreation program. He rides
: motorcycles, SWlillS, bowls, ro~erskates, and he even ~nter~d a bikea-thon last year with his_grandd ht
B
·
tl
aug er. owman was recen y
1 t d
.d t f th s·1
c·
e ec e presi en o e 1 ver
cle, a group formed for the benefit
.
c·t·
i izens of K'tt't
i 1 as
of Semor
V ll
a ey.
· When Ellensburg seems slow
Along with his experience in law, · and a yearn for the excitement of
Bowman. ~as spent the past twenty city life appears Bowman travels
years wr1tmg. He has fourteen tex- · across the pass to Seattle where he
tbooks and manuscripts already enjoys the Art Museum and Seattle
published and two to be published Center.
this year; 2nd Edition of CaliforAs you can see Bowman is a fine
nia Real Estate Procedures and example of ,the diversity and
3rd Edition of California Real creativity found amongst our CenEstate Principles.
tral staff.
•

1

•

i:-

Local entployntentseasonal
By Steve BarclHt

But despite this gloomy forecast,
"Students tend to be transient, to the university."
Many agriculture-related jobs,
Bowers suggests that students they mey be here quarter or a
This large labor pool has created however, do require experience,
Ellensburg to help supplement seeking work whould first check couple of.years." So employers are an employer's market.
and most of these jobs. are
those dwindling summer savings, with the CWU Student Employ- reluctant to go to the expense re"If someone doesn't want a job, seasonal.'
you may be in· for a disappaint- ment office and then with the quired to train an employee that they (employers) can find
~'Forestry is pig in this area,"
ment.
Ellensburg Job Service, anyway.
has no . plans to remain in somebody else to fill it."
said Bowers, adding that the in. "Employment is very seasonal
"I try to stay on top of.the, labor Ellensburg after graduation.
In an ordinary winter, the ' dustry "provides gOOd opportunity
in Ellensburg. If you're willing to . market. I encourage jpb seekers to
"Also~ class schedules are hard
service-related skiing industry for students."
accept . a lower wage, general check with us."
to accommodate. For that reason, provides jobs for Ellensburg · The Department of Natural
labor, etc., jobs are available from
"We offer a two-fold service,"· the service industry is ideal for residents and CWU students.
Resources hires students for sumabout March through December," Bowers explained, "to job seekers, many · stud~nts."
"Unfortunately, Mother Nature . mer work. Since Feb. 1, and conti-·
said Dan Bowers of Ellensburg Job and to employers." · "Ellensburg attracts a lot of hasn't been too good to us this ; nuing through May 15, they are acService.
Many employers from all over traffic. Tourism isn't big in itself, year," said Bowers.
cepting applications for these
Bowers is a case workers for Job the Kittitas Valley area list their but Ellensburg is a crossroad of
"Skiing got off to a good start in seasonal positions.
; · Openings will include crew
Service, ·which provides job infor- job openings with Job Service, the state, so the service industry is ·December, but didn't last long."
mation and referrals for Kittitas which in turn, screens· applicants big here," explained Bowers.
At one time, Bowers relateci, ski- · cooks, equipment operators, forest
Service station ·attendants, auto ing created 200 to 300 jobs for this crew superitende_n ts, forest
County residents.
. for those jobs and refers some of
What is presently available to them back to the employers.
mechanics, cashiers, cooks, motel · area. Job Service even set up a car workers, and clerk typists.
But university studen~ are at a maids, waitresses and . waiters, . pool · for Ellensburg-area
While some of these jobs begin in
the CWU student seeking employment?
disadvantage when· seeking · work ·. bartenders, and more,are hired · employees that commuted to the . May, many begin in June and run
''Right .now, there are ve~ few · with Ellensburg-area employers. · · from . among the CWU ,student Snoqualmie Pass ski are'8.
until September or October.
jobs available. January and · · Bowerssaidthathehadrecieved population.
·
Ifenoughsnowfallssoon,partof . A special plus of forest-related
February, according to . our some negative feedback : from : . These service-oriented jobs the ski season may yet be salvag- · jobs is that they pay well, starting
stastistics, are the two ·slowest . ·employers, regarding CWU ·stu- · ~early ·..·all provide shift work, · ed, and·soine jobs made available. · _ at about $3.50 an hour and increas. months of the year," said Bowers. · dent employees. .
enabling student employees to
The ·Ellensburg job outlook im- ing to more than $10 an hour for
worlt around their class schedules. · proves in the spring.
jobs req\liring · technical ex- Irrigation water-is tilrned on .in · perience.
·
. ·: Butthesejobsareinshortsupply
·.thiS .time of year. And there. are "March or April, providing the first · The U.S. Forest. Service hires .
·other :disadvantages to them too.
agriculture-related job openings of , ·seasonal help, but the deadline for
.
.
"Unfortunately, therearealotof
the season. At about this same mo,,t of these jobs-was Jan. l5a - ·
·This week's winner:
people who don't want to work for
time, . discing·. operations are per• ... Bui, "a: roster will be oUt in May
that kind of pay," ."said Bowers, of .· form~ to prepare ·t11e· fields for listing any unfilled openings, and
- Dave M it·c hell
963~
the.service. industry jobs, adding, · planting.
hiring will be .reopened then, an~
· "mo$t pay minimum wage ($3.35
Agricultlire will .provide such .on tbroughou!· the swnmer, as
Nobajycandoit - .
·per .h our)." ·
jobs as generalJarmwork-er, farm· .·Vacancies ·.occur,,. ~d a Forest ·
likeMcUOnalds.can1M
. · "'lbe. Ellnsburg labor market·is . · ~quipment operator~ · jrrigator.1. . Service .spokeswoman. ·
~le buck,· aOd farm. equipment ~ · The sJ)okelfWomA'1 went: On~ CX• .
. '-' .. lowj>aying 1Jec8Use there is'a high
.. · . J 30.4 Canyon R!>ad : .' ·925-6lol .. . '
·,. · surl>Ius .of semi-skilled labor, due
mechanic. . ·
:
fco4t_in_ued_
· o~-~ge,:~,11) ·

a

If you plan to line up a new job in

Do You ·Have A :Nose For News? ·
'

.Call . Scoop Liite .

.· :

'~Id'$
1~~1on•t, .

1_0 26.;:
• >

"'~-.

•

.

.

-

.

.

..

We';e . feat~ri,ng-'whso~ H~avy~~uty .Tennis· Balls in. Opti~
' Yeltow and Optic Orange at a :remarkable -savings ·n_ow .·

.. thr:oµgh tvJarch 14th·. "C~et · into.-the swing.of spring - ~ play ..
.cdittle tennis this week. -. And while you·'rejr:'I the store :
:p:icJ<,i'ng. a' few' terlnis'bait~ check . out oµr Janta~ti~ s.e-lec~i()n·\
/ ohf)orts clothing ahd etfu ipment~ ·
· · . ,..
·

up.

,· ·

.

..

·-

_-

..

'.tennis Bal Is·

t

~Sale Price $2.65
Regular Price $3.50

'. '

'..:. .-
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,Editorial
\

Homosexuals'
family plans
totally absurd

WHAT 1X> ~ tJEAN WE QNi MVf
IT

lJ

001ll WAYo? WE'Vf GOI' 'It)

~VE IT ~ WAYS- lT Q\Y6

So RIGHf HERE IN 1HE

OCR\PT!

}

·!

By Alan Anderson
On Feb. 10, the Associated Students of Central sponsored a curbstone
forum on gay ~wareness. The four guest speakers, two men and two
women, three of whom are homosexuals, and one a bi-sexual, came to
Central from Western Washington University to speak out on their sexual
preferences.
This isn't wh~t · bothers me. While I'm very much heterosexual, I can
understand there ai:e people around who aren't. Americans are
guaranteed the freedoms of speech and assembly, so I won't put anyone
down for exercising these rights just because I disagree with what they
have to say.
· .But, som~thing that w~ said at this meeting in my opinion is wrong.
One of the girls, named Mia; made an announcement this writer found air
solutely appalling.
Mia says she has been happily "married" for three years to another
woman. One sho1J}d bear in mind that Mia and her "wife " Connie were
married in. a ch~ch for homosexuals, and the state of Washington does.
not recognize the marriage of homosexuals as legitimate.
Here again, I ~rsonally find the thought of marrying someone of the
same sex disgust~g, but that's really not what bothers me the most.
H~lf-way through the symposium, Mia announced, "Connie and I are
havmg a baby, and you're the first to know." She claims her "wife" and a
male homosexual fr~end engaged in heterosexual intercourse in order for
her to be~ome pregi,iant. The scheme was a success, so Mia and Connie
are plannmg to parent a child.
Mia insists there will be no undue pressures on the child because it
comes from a family of two mothers. Wrong! It is preposterous to think
for a moment that a :child from a family of lesbians could go through life
without any additional pressures.
Picture, if you wili, the child being a boy. Cub Scout time rolls around
a~d ~ith it a~ the t,hings a boy and his dad traditionally do together.
Fishing, playmg catch with the football, little league, and those fatherson talks that can sometimes be so important to a child's development.
~d what about the father-son banquets? And teasing from other kids?
Kids can be very cruel you know.
:nie first statemen~ of my opponents to this editorial will probably be
this: "What about families where there h; no father present because of
death or divorce. How is this any different?" I believe this analogy is
to~~Y absurd. For starters, society has sympathy for those families
Illlssmg a p~~ent, for whatever reason, and it is socially accepted. Single
~arent f~es are a ~~ame, a~d usually accidental. Two women plannmg and havmg a· baby is anything but an accident.
And what about discipline. With a lot of families it's the role of the
fa.ther to administer the discipline. At l~ast in my family dad was the one
with t~e strong. arm., I am a firm believer that strict discipline is a
necessity for children~ Dad, you aren't hearing this!
Right or wrong, our ·society is built on people who fit designated roles.
In the family, society accepts the father, mother and child. Not the
m~ther, mother an~ c hild. Lets face it, it's just doesn't fit the norm. A
~hild that grows up m an environment totally inept to that of society is gomg to have problems. They'i:e going to be confused, regardless of the love .
and attention the parent$ say tne child will receive.
~e I know full well this editorial will do little if any good, I feel the
pomt must be made. If God wanted two people of the same sex to have
children, he would have made only one sex - capable of reproduction.
What you two ladies are doing is wrong. I hope it works out that the child
leads a perfectly normal life but let's be honest- do you really it will? And ·
c'tr ~·ou honestly believ~ it's fair to the kid?
·

Zoned again :,

by Cindy Phipps
i
Have you ever been doi~g
something and had a feeling that
Rod Serling should be there in the
background narrating?
Il
I'm talking about when you'rEi in
the middle of writing something
and suddenly lose your pen. In ni.id
sentence it's as if some invisible
force spirited it away and then ybu

· is strange. Nothing is ever where it ;
was last seen or put.
·
Since senility does run in my ,
roommates' family, it seems to '.
bother her more than me. She
, always harbors the suspicion that ·
! someone is monkeying with her
· mind. She could handle it when it
· was little things like pens and
shoes, but the other day her car got
'zoned' and it really shook her up.
Out of a crowded parking lot, in
broad day light, it was somehow
f
transported to behind Bouillon ·
nll,
Hall. It's enough to give you goose
bumps.
This article was printed in its entirety in the Feb. 1981 issue of the Adult But an even more recent and
Learner. The Adult Learner prot;luced is by the General Educational memorable journey into the
Developement Institute in !Waterville, Washington 98858. Twilight Zone happened last
'
weekend.
Background:
\
Saturday night found four of us
Lennard Smith worked as as logg~r for many years. He quit high school out to dine · at one of . the finer
in the tenth grade because in his w&rds, "school was no longer a learning restaraunts of Ellensburg. Arrivexperience.'! He then enlisted in SP.ecial forces in the service.
ing promptly at 7 p.m. we were
At 28, he decided to complete his high school diploma through a cor- handed men·us and left to cool our
f
.
. · heels. And cool them, and cool
respondence course.
In 1972, Smith was injured in a l~gging accident which left him unable them and cool them. An hour and a
to continue working as a logger. This spurred him on to go back to school half later, as we watched our wine
to prepare himself for a career change. Now, at 50, he is attending Cen- age before our eyes, we began to
tral where he is majoring in leisure services, specializing in recreation take close· stock of our fellow
for the handicapped and aged.
:
· diners and realized we weren't the
(
only 'journeyers'.
me in my cause; Math Instructors,
There was one table in particular
by Lennard Smith
Counselors, Academic Skill Iwassomewhatconcernedabout. I
Picture, if you will, a large table Centers, tutoring services. Im also had a hunch the foursome had
and on that table is a large jig-saw arm myself with books that will ordered somewhere around 1942
puzzle. The jig-saw puzzle is help me chart my course through and were just the patient sort.
almostcompleteandasyoulookat misunderstanding. It is not · They had made the salad last as
Sheila Countryman ; it you see two things; one, it is a because I'm dumb, that I seek this long as possible and then proceedEditor:
Walt Cornelison ; . portrait of my life and two, some ot service, it is because r' know that ed to watch their clothes go out of
8usiness Manager:
Peggy
Bingham the pieces are missing. The.ml.ss-:· by understanding I overcome my fashion. · They were there ·three
Advertising Manager
John P. Foster ing p~eces are not lost, but: enemy, anxiety. I will not accept hours later when we left.
Faculty Advisor:
·
Obscured
from
me
by
.
Self-doubt,:,
that
WhiCh
iS
ObyfoUS
to
Others
I ·, Then there WaS the man next tO
Staff
anxiety and my own denial of the : unless it is obvious to me. The only . us who had been waiting so long his
Afan Anderson .
Jill Jones
Heidi Persson. missing pieces by my unaccep- '. person that t must compete with is . Grecian Formula was wearing off, .
Laurie ,Kay
Cindy Phipps tance; ~nles~ ~nderstan~ing ~; myself.
·
·
.
, and the two behind us who were.
David Bl.lshnell
11>oreen
Doug,Keith· ·
.· Pat R. eed comes
against making a eoncen. t rat ed. ·effort ·t o ·
n·
cCartwright
b·
, . with pieces, the pieces .·· As l carry otit. this p~an
.
. "' · ·. . .. Charles ~C. Lwanga
Jan Richards won t fit.
. .
.
; self~doubt !'attack anxrety and as I bribe the
·t · f
. k . · ·.
u1ane o urn
. 4roy
Ke.vin M
. ark.eton
· w·
wai .you
er. or.
qwctheY,
er ·had
ser- · ·
. Cruse '
.~de Ril
· ey 1 beThe
. seatch
'th forTthese Pi ecesmuslft ·!:.·rearrange
t
d' .t;my thinking
.· .. ajbotu·r .anx~ · ,vice. Wouldn't
know
· :.,·.. ·Matt McGillen ·.. ·.
stey~Sparks
gm w1 me., o overcome se - ., ie y an · 1 .s causes, anxie y is no an honest waiter ·
· . '
·
· <:ZYnthia Foster ·
Gretch'enStohr >.cJoubt lmust over:come negatism. )onger a conten~er. I now .replace.:- Three hours iat
· · :·walk d ··.
Donald Freestone;:· . · .: '. · .. Mike;McMullin
· . Carla·Gh!Dmuuf · . . ,, ·Susan Palmer
Cara Underwood . To do this I must replace I ·can not .>anxiety. with the feelihg of. being . ·back·out int th · er 1;e · . ed
Johrilon.
/·\:: .·Stan Peery
KriSta Kortum with I can, I will not with I will, and
to do that which was caus.: . half
t
e w:
•
.
. .
; ... 1 :. ·
•
.
•.·
:
• •
• •• ·
Ishallnotwithishall.Ishallstrive .: ingmeanxiety.· ·
·
up I~xpec~ osrtaee. :~
. ··,..k .~ "::
Th
·
·· · · . · .· ...'
··
·
,
toward perfect"
kn .
I'
.· was
oce m.,...,,cul·~ en
· ~ci;un~~ Crier 1s .~ ·;labo~at~ry· newspa~t ~ conjunction M,th the '. 1· • '··
..
ion, ,,; ..ow~~ ?1 · . . .. ·:, · , ·....
. ." " ' , .~eed exctirsion, smc¢(£(e bill .cam~" .
1:Jl3S~- media.deparb?entt,:J?urmgthe~~a~e,1nlc· ~ear the·Campus Cder i~· notperiectand~~wmgttiis, ~twill : Now Idonotnee.d .t~ deny myself to a bona fide .$69. ~~t's $23 an
puoqshe~ . ~e~kly withi{b1weekly i>Ublication durmg swnmer quarter. .. 1.. keep me from bemg defeated m my : the goals that I have set. No longer · hour. Quite a bain burner: wouldn't
· Lett~rs to ;w e·editor are:w~Icome but may be condensed to fi'll available ·1· qu~st. · ·
· ;
.
) are the p~eces of.iny jig-saw puzzle, you say.
' . : " '·(.. . ·
~pace: . All.:letters m~t be typed; , double-spaced and signed with the . I 11 en~age anxiety m open con:i- ; portrait missing,,, tJ:i:av~ ~rrived at i could just- hear Rod now t~:.. ..so
senders name, addr~s~ an~ p~one nillnbe~ submitted to the Crier no later bat,. usmg all the help that . 15 an :inderstandin$; no~ all I must . don't be surpris'ed if you're
than Monday for pubhcati~n m the next issue.
. available to me. An ~1:11Y of m- do is place the pieces m their pro- next in line for a trip into the
_ _,
. .. _
.
.
. .
'· terested people are wa1tmg to help oer place.
Twilight zone.

·

have to spend an hour trying to
convince yourself you had it just a
minute ago.
Lately it seems like a lot of
things have been getting 'zoned'
around here. The food, the ice
cubes, my clothes and the dust pan
are just a few of the latest
mysteries. I don't mean to get in a
dither about the whole thing but it

Stud ent f,aced with
h
)
rea
e
at
anxiety
d d --r
d

1

..Grant·
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:
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Letters to the editor
Abortion •• A tough inoral question
Dear Editor,

You've seen the bumper stickers
- "Abortion is Murder" or the
billboard poster depicting the
human fetus in limbo. We are all
familiar with the teleision newspot
coverage of women demonstrating
in front of a government building,
with "Pro-Choice" signs; chanting
in unison for support of abortion ..
. legal, and state or federally funded.
·

How do you feel? Is abortion the moment of life beginning?
the unborn fetus?
On the other hand, pro-abortion
What would -you do if you were
groups are rallying to the defenmorally wrong? Do women have
the right to decide. the future of involved with someone, married or
Abortion and the moral question sive. Propoganda on either side is
their bodies, and what lives within · otherwise, and the birth control it presents is (putting it mildly) a plentiful.
those · bodies? Is abortion method used failed the two of you. testy subject. Unwanted and ·
preferable to bearing an-unwanted What if' at the time, it was neither unpianned-for children are the
This issue is NOW, it concerns
child who might be the .eventaul emotionally or economically feasi- ultimate final you could never you, your relatives, your friends
victim of child abuse,. or the ·pro- ble for the two of you to become study for. And religious beliefs and and your spouse or lover. Most of
duct · of a welfare environment- parents in nine months? Would you convictions are difficult to ignore. all it concerns the future, and your
supported by middle class tax- , choose adoption, abortion or would
children (wanted or unwanted).
payers? Or is abortion in utter _de- you go ahead and have a child?
How do you feel about abortion? Deciding is always the hard way
fiance of a Creator's· written law? Who would be considered foremost · The currently strong Moral Ma- out. . .made ·any difficult decisions
Is the moment of conception also in that decision - the two of you or jority wants to change our amend- lately?
ed constitution which now provides
women with "the right to choose."
Their lobying power and influence
Marilyn Myers Demitruk
are stronger than they've ever
Center
for Women's Studies
been.

'Psych out' article ignored
expressive and aesthetic features
Dear Editor:

The exterior of .the psychology
building is.a complex yet ordered
Although "Psych out" correctly interrelationship of distinct comidentified tlie important architec- ponents. Its mass has three
tural principle of enclosing and horizontal divisions - base, shaft,
utilizing space for practical and and cor1.1ice - consisting of threesymbolic purposes, those deemed dimensional solids and voids. The
s~gnificant during the 60's, it igoverhanging fourth floor, with its
nored the expressive and aesthetic vertical columns of regularly
features of the psychology alig.n ed windows reveals a
building.
classical cornice decor. Coherence
Its architectural design provides of the whole structure is
a meaningful - often controversial - strengthened by using rectangualr
artistic human experience, by re- concrete forms.
maining sympathetic toward old
Vitality comes from the untraditions and expressing the pre- conventional interrelationship of
sent as well as the future.
multi-dimensional forms, unlike

the exteriors of monotonous tw<>"'
dimensional surfaces which give
no. clues of the space contained
within them. The most
distinguishing-characteristic of the
· psychology building - "community
architecture" - provides visual
stimulation for all to see.
Perhaps future critiques of campus structures should include expressive and aesthetic functions as
well as utilitarian architecture
elements.
Sincerely yours,
Lewis N. Clark
Ellensburg ·

Our slip is showing
In last weeks edition of the Campus Crier there was a picture of the
psychology building on the front
page.
Accompanying the photo was a
small article about how and why
the building was constructed.
Since the article appeared it has
come to our attention some of the
information was misleading.
According to Duane Skeen,
space analyst, the psychology
building was in the design stage in
the 1960's and wasn't occupied until 1972.
Director of Business Services
and Contracts, U.A. Eberhart, explained the building was specifcally laid out by the psychology faculty to meet the special needs of the·
clinical, experimental and educational branches of pyschology.
Eberhart said in no way was there
a consideration of. the professor's
protection from students.

Eberhart pointed out the professors are on the top floor because
it's more efficient to have them
there than classes. The · windows

have overhanings to provide solar :
control and are made of durable ·
glass because of state regulations
and for no .other reason.

"I SEEN'EM"
'Tm Night Vatmaster here at
the Olympia Brewery r expect
you've heard about the
Artesian brewing water we
use Well .. I seen 'ern The
Artes1ans Late at night ttey
come up. Leave Llttle wet
footprints I let em be, thoug}·
I hgurP, what those Artes1ans
d0. fo r the taste of Oly . don't
want. to make 'em mad'.'

Chain·snatching
lucrative· business
CampllS

Oi~I N~'WS

Stll'it'I'

.

.

Gold chain snatching has ·reached
epidemic proportions in many major
U.S. cities. With gold selling at
around 530 dollars an ounce, gold
chains are easily converted to cash.
And the victim, is highly unlikely to
ever see her stolen jewelry again, since
identification of recovered stolen
goods would be virtually impossible.
The chain snatchers are usually
teenagers, 14-16 years old. New York
City's Police Department has assigned a special task force to catch
thesnatchers. The females pose as
tourists, shoppers, nurses, elderly
women to act as decoys for the male
officers who keep surveillance. Catching the snatchers in the act is the
only way to attack the growing
phenomenon

New, space-age alloy ·
that lookS as good as gold,
wears as good as gold, costs about half as much.
Yellow Lustrium rings by Josten's available daily
at your bookstore. Or
SEE YOUR JOSTEN'S REPRESENTATIVE
March 2nd

3rd

9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
In the SUB

&\/larch 16th

9. a.m. -

17th

In the SUB

..

3 p.m.
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Eggs with a flare
by Bonnie Cornelison

Eggs can be the perfect answer
to the financially-crippled student.
Besides costing less then $1 a
dozen, there are numerous ways to
fix eggs that require no advance
planning. Last night's leftovers
. will take on a new flare when used
i ·- in a quiche or an omelette. Use our
1 recipes as a springboard for your
own creations. Our souffle and our
spinach omelette roll will provide a
challenge to the budding homeeconomist. If simply simplified is
your motto, just top scrambled
eggs with grated cheese. Whether
you boil, fry or bake the egg, it is
·
simple incredible.

Egg Foo Young

Spinach Omelette Roll
2 tablespoons floui·
1h cup mayonaise
1 dozen eggs
1 cup milk
dash salt
dash pepper
2 packages (10 ounces) frozen
chopped spinach, thawed
2 tablespoons margarine
1 teaspoon onion, chopped
dash salt
l/4 cup cheddar cheese grated
1h cup soµr :ci:eaw .
··

3 tablespoons vegetable oil
1h cup green onion, chopped
1h cup bean sprouts, chopped
3 tablespoons water chestnut,
chopped
2 tablespoons soy sauce
5 eggs, beaten

Luncheon Salad
4 hard-boiled eggs chopped
1 stalk celery, diced fine
1 cup cheddar cheese, shredded

1h cup best-foods mayonaise
5 green olives, sliced trun
~ cup salted peanuts, chopped
1 tablespoon chopped onion
2 avocados, halved

In a large skillet saute green
onions, bean sprouts, water
Mix all ingredients except
chestnuts in vegetabe oil for 3
avocados.
In each avocado half,
minutes. Transfer vegetabie mixture to a bowl and cool. Add beaten mound a generous portion of egg
eggs to vegetables and blend well. ~lad. Serve on a bed of curly endive and garnish with a twisted
Combine first two ingredient. H~at 2 tablespoons of oil in a large lemon slice. Serves 4.
Place egg yolks in a saucepan and skillet. Ladle 114 cup of mixture into
beat well. Gradually add milk and pan, in pancake fashion. Cook until
Dieter's Apple Souffle
. cook stirring constantly over low golden on each side. (1-2 minutes)
(168 calories per serving)
heat until thickened. Remove from Cook remaining mixture in same
heat and allow to cool for 15 manner. Serves 4.
Preheat oven to 400 degrees
minutes. Beat egg whites and salt
Editor's Quiche
3 tablespoons flour
until very stiff. Fold in flour mixl/4 teaspoon baking powder
ture and egg yolk mixture. Pour in- 1 purchased frozen pie crust
2
eggs separated
to a 151hx101h inch jelly pan or 4 eggs slightly beaten
5
tablespoons
sugar
cookie sheet that has been lined 21/4 cups milk
3 tablespoons skim milk
1
cup
diced
ham
with waxed paper, greased with
2 tablespoons imitation margarine,'
margarine. Bake at 425 for 20 2 cups cheese
melted
.
1h cup sliced mushrooms
minutes. Meanwhile make
1 cup peeled apples, sliced and die-:
2
tablespoons
green
pepper
filling: Cook spinach as label ·
ed
directs. Drain spinach completely, 1 tablespoon chopped onion
1 tablespoon lemon juice .
add all remaining ingredients and
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Combine beaten eggs, milk and
mix well. When omelette roll has ·
dash nutmeg
baked invert onto a clean tow~l salt. Layer ham, cheese,
carefully remove waxed paper: mushrooms, green pepper and
Lightly grease a 10-inch skillet
Cover with spinach filling and onions into pie crust. Bake for 45
with
diet margarin. Place in
spread evenly. From long side roll minutes. or until set. Allow to cool
preheated
oven to heat. Combine
up lifting with towel while rolling. slightly. Quiche is excellent and
flour, baking powder and salt. Beat
nutritious.
Top
off
this
balance
Serve with seam down and garnish
egg whites until foamy; coritinue
meal with fresh fruit and milk.
with parsley. Serves 8.
beating while adding 3 tablespoons
sugar until egg whites are stiff.
Beat egg yolks, add milk flour
~ear after year, semester after sem~ster, the:·
mixture and margarine. Fold in
apples and lemon juice. Gradually
CollegeMaster from Fidelity Union Life has been .
~old mixture into egg whites. Spoon
the most accepted, most popular plan 'on cam;
mto heated skillet; spread out
evenly to sides. Combine remainpuses all over America.
ing 2 tablespoons of sugar, cinFind out why.
namon, and nutmeg. Sprinkle this
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster
over souffle. Bake for 10 minutes.
Cut ~o five wedges and serve imField Associate in your area:
me<Jiately. Serves 5.
I
925-4175.

-~-~.:
_'
'I

Beat egg whites until foamy. Add
cream of tartar and beat until stiff
and peaks begin to form. Gradually add sugar and extract. Fold in
chocolate chips. Drop by teaspoonfuls onto a well greased lightly
floured cookie sheet. Let stand one
hour. Bake iJl a low oven of 200 for
40 minutes only. Turn off heat and
leave cookies in .oven for 1 more
hour. Do not open door. Cookies
will become dry and crisp. Makes 2
dozen.

Bud's Vegetable Omelette
1 tablespoon butter
3 eggs, beaten
lf4 cup bean sprouts
¥,avocado, chopped
2 ?blespoons swiss ~heese, grated
2 tablespoons american cheese,
grated
2 tablespoons cheddar cheese,
grated
1 tablespoon sunflower·seeds
dash salt
·
dash pepper
In an 8 inch skillet melt 1 tablespoon butter over medium-low heat.
Tilt pan slightly to grease sides.
With a wire wisk beat eggs, adding
salt and pepper. Pour mixture into
heated pan; let set around the
sides. Life edgeds of omelette as it
sets. This will allow the uncooked
mixture to run under the omelette.
Add all remaining ingredients on
one side. Tilt pan slightly and with
spatula fold omelette· in half. Slide
onto a warmed plate. Serve immediately. Makes 1 large
omelette.

~

925-4175.

'[ ~ . . ..

Fideli!i

Uniontifo

FIDELITY UNION LIFE

2 egg whites, at room temperature
dash cream of tartar
3/4 cup confectioners sugar
l/4 teaspoon peppermint extract
1h cup chocolate chips

~~··

Don Clemain
->..,,.•::'~ c·

Mint Meringue Cookies

706 8th Avenue
In the Plaza ·

;
962-2550

6 hard-boiled eggs
114 cup mayonaise
1 teaspoon prepared mustard
1h teaspoon vinegar
dash salt
dash pepper

Cut peeled eggs is half. Remove
yolk~ and mash. Add remaining ingr~d1ent and mix well. Refill egg

whites. Top with paprika. Chill and
place on a lettuce covered platter
and. garnish with parsley and
radishes. Makes 12.

Walt's Hash-n-Eggs
Preheat oven to 450
4 eggs at room temperature
1 can (15 ounces) corned beef hash
l/4 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons sour cream
2 tablespoons cheddar cheese
grated
'
· Separate eggs, placing egg white
in a mixing bowl and yolks into individual cups. In an ungreased
8x8x2 baking pan spread corned
beef hash. Bake at 350 for 15
minutes. While hash is baking beat
egg whites with salt until very stiff.
Fold in ·sour cream and cheese.
Place 1h cup of egg white mixture
into a mound on the hash. Make
four of these mounds. With the
back of your spoon make an indentation, causing sides to come up.
Into each mound carefully place 1
yolk. Sprinkle with dash of salt and
pepper and return pan to oven.
Bake for 15 minutes. Serve by placing each portion on a piece of buttered toast. Serve immediately.
Seryes 4.

Next week:

Ethnic .
'

Corner of
·
Third & ~ampson
HAIR DESIGNERS

Deviled Eggs

specialties

I

i

~

'
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They board, they stroll,:
they bike, they skate.
but even so . ..
some are still late

Going from that 8 a.m. class at Nicholson
Pavilion to that 9 a.m. class at Lind Hall for
some is a real hassle. Others have managed
to find a means of transportation that lets
them take a leisurely ride down the mall on
these brisk winter mornings. .
·

Pages
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Refugees loca'te in northwest
community. Dr. Fred Cutlip,
chairman of the math department,
The problem of refugees appears has spent many long hours helping
to be a condition that will continue to relocate these people.
He feels, '~We are not only helpas long as there are wars and
ing these people, they are helping
political upheaval.
There are approximately 16 us. Teaching us a new and di{·
million refugees in the world, not ferent way of life."
Other-groups, the United Nations
countinh Subans and. Haitians they are not classified as 1·efugees is one, and the church groups are
by our government but are con- doing what they can. The church
sidered
"Entrant/asylum organizations have formed Church
seekers." There are 750,000 World Services, a group working to
refugees in Thailand 'alone and solve the problem.
C. W.S. provides emergency
. mote "boat people" are arriving
daily. At the end of 1980 there were care in refugee camps by way of
two million disph1ced Afghans and food, shelter, and medical care. It
one third of the population of is also one of the few voluntary
Somalia, Africa, are refugees agencies designated by our federal
because of the conflicts in government to bring refugees for
resettlement to the United States.
neighboring Ethiopia.
In 1978, C.W.S. resettled 4,000
This is a world problem th t
needs a solution. E1iensburg refugees; by 1980 that number had
increased to nearly 40,000. This
Methodist church has an answer.
The Ellensburg Methodist year our government has agreed to
church is sponsoring such a family allow the entrance of 217 ,000
and helping ·them resettle in the refugees. Many of these, especially
Asi~ns, will come to Western
Meng Leang and his father, Lei, discuss a book with 1>r. Fred Cutlio.
Washington, California, and Texas
Photos by Diane Coburn
because they have relatives
already located in the area~ There . whole, they are a motivated group. natural talent and on-the-job train- co1_1centrations of South-East
is also a secondary migration takThe Tan family, which was the ing. This young artist is now well Asians in Washington. As of now,
ing place from Chicago and Min- first to come .to Ellensburg in 1975, established in Seattle with his wife we have thirty-two refugees in our
town, · most of who are
nesota to the west to rejoin consists of the father, mother, and a four-year-old daughter.
The father and mother, who· Cambodian."
relatives.
daughter, sori, and son-in-law. T1le
The Episcopal church in
C.W.S. states; "You and I are small church committee in were once rath~r financially wellimmigrants or descendants of im- Ellensburg. took the job of resettl- off in Cambodia are still here. The Ellensburg is ·now waiting for the
father is working as part-time arrival of two families from
migrants." Many people feel we ing this homeless family.
should not allow these homeless
At first, the family depended on custodian and part~time handy- Thailand. These families wre fore- ·
people to resettle in the U.S. They the goodwill of the church µi order man with enough hours to equal ed by their government to leave
their homes and start new lives.
feel these people would simply live to survive. ·They received both more than a full-time job.
By coming to the U.S. these peoDr. Cutlip stressed, "With these
off the government.
private and state benefits. Within
Jn a recent study done by the two years time, the young son-in- ·people there -is an urge to become ple are starting in a world comgovernment, it was shown im- law, who was a Cambodian soldier self-supportive as soon as pletely new to them.
The Leang family' who owned a .
migrant families contribute more before they fled the country, found possible."
In December of 1979 and the restaurant in Cambodia, are an exin taxes than they use in govern- employment as a graphic artist in
summer of 1980, a second and third ample of this. This family ~onsists
ment funds such as welfare and Seattle.
public services. Additionally,
He is presently working• for Boe- family arrived from Thailand and of the parents and eleven children
within ten years of their arrival, ing. In order to start a career in were sponsored by the ranging from three to 29 that have
had to start a new life.
immigrants pay more taxes and graphic art, the young man enroll- Presbyterian church.
According to Dr. Cutlip: '
start earning more in wages than ed in some classes at Central, but
(continued on page 17)
the average American family. As a .most of his capabilities are from "Ellensburg has one of the highest
by Gretchen Stohr
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Arts and \Entertainment
Jazz legend to perform here
by Glenda Wallace

choir, were his earliest musical influence.
"They sang· in the choir but
It has been more than 25 years, never tried to pressure me into
but jazz artist Joe Williams is joining. There was always a piano
finally making an encore perfor- in our home and records to play. I
mance at Central March 3.
was surrounded by all this
According to John Moawad, beautiful music," Williams reCWU jazz professor and alumnus, counted.
a young Williams played in
Life in the early 20's was hard.
Ellensburg with Count Basie in Williams's mother worked as a
1955 when Moawad was a domestic while he attended school,
freshman. This time · around, and his own working life began at
Moawad will get in on the act when the age of ten. After school he ·
he directs Central's Stage Band, would do such odd jobs as carrying
backing up Williams for the Tues- ice, selling fruits and vegetables,
day evening concert, presented in and hustling newspapers and
the SUB Ballroom on campus at 8 magazines.
Though he had become active in
p.ni. Moawad said the band will
probably put in several extra his church's Sunday School
rehearsals to learn Williams' ar- musical programs, Williams
rangements.
musical career didn't really begin
"It's a great experience for the until he was 17. He had planned to
band, and I love naving him back be an athlete or a recreation superin the community again," enthus- visor.
ed Moawad, who referred to
''I first sang in a church quartet,
Williams as "one of the greatest but then I moved into popular
jazz singers in the world."
music by asking bandleaders on
"There are not many living the South side to _let me sing with
legends left," he continued. their orchestras,'' Williams said.
The first local bandleader he ap"We've lost a lot of great jazz artists ... there are only Ella Fit- proached was a black trumpet
zgerald, Sarah Vaughan and Joe player named Johnny Long.
Williams left.''
Williams was paid nothing for his
Williams was born in Cordele, twice weekly appearances, but in a
Georgia in 1918. A couple of years matter of time he graduated to the
later his mother moved to Chicago respectable sum of $5 nightly.
From his start with Long,
to live with an aunt. These two
women, both active in church Williams worked with such jazz ar-

tists as Erskine Tate, Jimmy
In 1950 Williams got a break. . numbers; he became the featured
Noone, Coleman Hawkins, Lionel · Count Basie was appearing in attraction for ten weeks.
Hampton and in 1946 with Andy Chicago and invited Williams to ; In 1954 Williams met up with
Kirk and his Clouds of Joy.
. join the group for several Basie again and formed a relation.ship that lasted for six years. In
that time ·fans made him .a five
time winner as best blues singer in
Downbeat Magazine's annual poll.
"Williams always rated number
one or two in jazz polls and has
been that way for the l~st 30
years," said Moawad, who has
followed Williams' career since his
Ellensburg appearance.
Though he had recorded before,
in the summer of '55 Williams
came up with his first hit, "Every
Day I Have The Blues," followed
with a string of songs including
"All Right, Okay, You Win,"
"Smack Dab In The Middle," and
"Teach Me Tonight." The albwn,
"Count Basie Swings, Joe Williams
Sings" became the most successful
album in Basie's long recording
history.
According to Moawad, a lot of
black jazz artists recorded songs
that were later made popular by
white singers. White artists
perpetuated the black's career, he
said, and gave them the fuel to
make music. Moawad cited Elvis
Presley as an example of that 50's
phenomenon.
Williams returned to solo perfor.
• •
•
ming in 1961. After years of exJazz legend Joe Williams will perform at Central March 3 perience, he was a seasoned pro-

at 8 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
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'Elephant Man' disappointing .
uses his disfigurement to draw us into
There is a scene in "The Elephant
the story, not unlike the ·vulgar
Man" where Anthony Hopkins, the
citizens who exploited his unusual
young, caring doctor, reflects upon
body.
the present condition of his new pa"The Elephant Man" fatally contient, John Merrick. Merrick has lived
tradicts itself. In using Merrick's
a terrible life and has been treated like
body to build iterest, the movie conan animal because of his visually apdemos exactly what it does. By
palling disfigurement.
revealing Merrick from the start,
The doctor has saved him from this
"The Elephan Man" would have
life, has brought him to ·a prominent
proved that it was the movie it claims
medical institution, and has given him
to be.
the first signs of love and care. But
Instead, it teases us. The lighting is
people still regard Merrick as a freak.
so dark (this is a B&W film) that we
Consequently, colleagues have called · can't see Merrick's face for a good
this doctor a young, hot-shot
deal of the way and when the doctor
devoting his time U> a lost cause. Merexamines him, the picture cuts away.
rick's condition is incurable.
Only when Merrick is finally
Now, the doctor ·sits in his chair · revealed can the movie he 1akc11
trying to decide what is right and seriously. It becomes a sad portrait of
what is wrong. Slowly he asks, ''Am I a society of people losing the compasa good man or am I a bad man?"
sion to realize the true essence of
The movie "The Elephant Man" beauty in a human being.
finds itsClf in the same situation. Its Quite often, this portrait is senintentions, like those of the doctor. sitively filmed by Director David .
are to reveal a beautiful human being Lynch. His triumph is that he docs
named John Merrick. But people eventually penetrate Merrick's crippldon 't ~this; they are blinded by his ed flesh to reveal a man that wants to
hideous exterior.
.love and to be loved back. As played
Those people are the real animals, with conviction by John Hurt, the
this movie says. They capitalize on elephant man becomes not the
Merrick's disfigurement, treating him , elephant man but just a man to the
like a freak, making money off of his audience.
grotesque body.
Lynch has also st~ged some powerBut is the movie any better? In the
ful drama like when Merrick attends
first thirty minutes, we don't see the
his first dinner gathering or when he
Elephant Man. We have the chance . visits the theatre and learns of a world
on more than one occasion but the
that encourages imaginaJion and fanmovie cuts away to build tension. It . tasy. There is a sad beauty to such

moments that make ''The Elephant
Man" special.
But Lynch has also stumbled a
great deal. even in addition to the
contradictory opening. Anne Bancroft plays a famous actress ·who
becomes friends with the elephant
man.
Her
character
is
melodramatically sketched and is
never very convincing. Likewise,
Lynch pushes his drama too far,
especially in a scene where residents

invade Merrick and eventually deny
him of any dignity.
The movie is too quick to
disassociate itself with the broadway
play, but ironically it often moves like
a play. Many of th scenes are.simple
vignettes showing situation after situation where the elephant man is cruelly
treated.
Lynch has also included dream sequences moving into the elephant
man's mind, showing his love for

mother and the unfortunate accident
during her pregnancy.
Technically, Lynch is competent
with his camera. He has captured a
grim and stark 19th century that turns
beautiful
John Merrick ·when he
finally can call somebody a friend.
That's a sad and emotionally stirring
concept but it does exist in "The
Elephant Man." ·Only thing is, you
might have to dig through flaws to
find it.

for

GuideliDe
Films
Feb. 26-Brubaker-Robert Redford as Henry Brubaker, warden of
Wakefield State Penitentiary with
a look inside of prison life. 3, 7, 9: 30
p.m.SUB.

about a small businessman .who
pulled off robberies in order to pay
his employees. Yoretta's hero,
played by Gerard Depardieu, is a
pleasant but secretly troubled
family man~ who vomits after his
first robbery, hides his loot in a
tree like a squirrel, comes back to
pay for a lamp he broke during a
heist, and falls in love with a lady
he holds up. Classic Film, 7 p.m'.
Hertz Hall.

Feb. 27-The Reivers-Faulkner's
Pulitzer Prize novel is adapted to
film, with Steve McQueen starring.
Mitch Vogel plays a twelve year
old boy who learns how hard life is
during a rolicking jaunt from rural
Mississippi to
Memphis. • March 5 - - Deep Throat - - Linda
Ellensburg Public Library, 6:45 . Lovelace in this quarter's x-rated
p.m.
movie. ASC Film, 3, 7, 9: 30 and
midnight. SUB Theatre.

March 1- - The Wonderful Crook- Directed by Clauda Yoretta who March 6 - - The Golden Voyage of
based the movie on a news item· Sinbad - - John Philip Law plays
---!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ft • the legendary Sinhad who is locked
in a desperate struggle ·with the
black magician. Sinbad has many
adventures
with strange
· creatures. Ellensburg Public
· Library, 6: 45 p.m.

Let's Get Rolling
·~

March 8 - - Newsfront - - Directed
by Phillip Noyce, the movie
presents a politically sophisticated
overview of the anti-communist
'50's. Newsfront makes good use of
newsreel footage - - from the opening shotS of Chico Marx singing
"Waltzing Matilda" through
Richard Nixon, singing dog acts,
the conquest of Everest and
political strife. Classic Film, 7
p;m. Hertz Hall.
March 12 - - Dressed to Kill - Suspense comedy about sex and
fear in Manhattan with Angie
Dickinson, Fred Weber and
Michael Caine. ASC Film, 3, 7 and
9:30 p.m. SUB Theatre.

Art
Feb. 23-Student Art Show-8arah
Spurgeon Gallery (thrcrugh March
6).

'

d'Elaine Johnson paintings in the
Alwnni Suite, Barge 310.
March 6, 7 - - Amateur Artist Show - Western Art Gallery, 318 N. Main,
Ellensburg.
March 9-13 - - Printmaking/Drawing by Reid Peterson - - Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery.
March 16-20 - -Printing by Patt
Buchanan - - Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery.

Music
Feb. 26 - -Sophomore violin recital, ·
Paul Culbertson - - 8 p.m. Hertz
Hall.
March 3 - - Jazz Band II - - Noon,
SUB Pit.
March 3 - - Joe Williams, Jazz
singer and Jazz Band I - - 8 p.m.
SUB Ballroom.
March 4 - - Erly Music Concert - - 8
p.m. Hertz Hall.
March 7 - - Ted Nugent with,guest
Sammy Hagar - - Nicholson
Pavillion, 8 p.m.
March 7 - - Maynard Ferguson - Seattle's Moore Theatre 8 p.m.
March 8 - - Senior recital, Patty
Moyer, piano - - 3 p.m. Hertz Hall.

March 10 - - Band concert featuring ·
March 13 - - Man of La Mancha - - Concert Band and Symphonic
Peter 0' Toole stars in this musical Wind Ensemble - - 8 p.m. Hertz
.
about a 16th c~tury writer and his Hall.
adventures as a visionary
crusader. Ellensb.urg Public March 11- - Central Series, faculty
Library, 6: 45 p.m. '
; recital - - 8 p.~. Hertz Hall.

/

on any '81 Olds Omegas. We have a good selection of cars to
select from. Cash rebate may be used as p4rt of down payment.
.

. I

.

12% GMAC financing available q~:~~l>'oved credit

~lg
Open Sunday 11·4 p.m.
OPEN SUNDAY 11-4 P.M. 17th ST. & TERRACE HTS. WAY

575-1090

March 15 -- The Late Show -- Stars : March 13 - - Jazz Nite - ~8 p.m. SUB
Art Camey and Lily Tomlin in '. Ballroom.
dramatic private-eye tale~ Classic
Film, 7 p.m. Hertz Hall.
·
March 13-14 - - Community Chorus,
H.M.S. Anatoe - - 8 p.tn. Hertz Hall.
March 20 - - Pollyanna - - Hayley
Mills is an orphan girl whose March 15 - - Chorale Concert - - 3
· "upbeat" philosophy touches the p.m. Hertz Hall.
hearts of a group of cynieal adults.
Ellensburg Public Library, 6:30 March 31- - Manhattan Transfer - · p.m.
Seattle Center Opera House..

UGLY BEAR
TAVERN
Kegs to Go 1

$2ej plus Jdeposit.
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Korgi,s headed
for top

'

l quarter of the record with filler in- · styles of Journey, the vocals of attention they deserve. Let's hope

"relaxed" than in past albums.

1

struinentals, which tend to get boring. This is a common problem
with new groups, as they are in. terested mainly in getting a song
I on the charts and achieving
i recognition, rather than putting
out a quality album.
All in all, the album is a pleasant
one to listen to, and it is one I
· recommend. The instrumentals
can be overlooked when one takes .
the whole album into · consideration. Chances are that this first
album will be on the budget racks .
in a year, but these three persons ·
will be heard from again.
If you feel like listening to some
superior recording, and decent
songs· that are different from the
. mainstream of rock, then this
album is waiting for you to try it.

The Korgis, "Dumb Waiters,"
Asylum Records
I don't want to be thQught of as a
prophet, but I am going to predict
th~t the Korgis will be a major
group of the future. They are at the
point in their careers when the
time has come for them to be noticed by the public. They released
their first single, "Everybody's got
to Learn Sometime," and it promptly cracked the top 20.
The Korgis are a three-man
English ensemble, who have done
well in their own country as well as
on the European charts in the past
year. Europe is more orientated to
New Wave music, which is the
Korgis' bread and butter material.
To get a chart hit in the U.S., they
were forced to use one of their
blander songs for a single.
The three man band has. to be
one of the most talented new bands
to come along in quite a while. The
keyboard playing of Phil Harrison
is comparable to anyone in the
music world today. Lead vocal
James Warren has a soothing
voice that gives the Korgis' music
a freshness that is not equaled by
any new group. Warren and Harrison can turn a potentially bland offering into a meaningful piece of
music that is full of feeling. The
third member of the group, percussionist Andy Davis, stays in the
background, but provides more
than adequate drum support.
One of the albums weaker points
is that only three-quarters of the
mnsic is playable, leaving one-

,

REO one
of the best
REO
Speed wagon,
inFidelity," Epic Records

"Hi

After eight years of trial and
tribulation and tons of great music
that the public turned it's nose at,
REO finally has an album on the
charts. REO has to be one of the
best groups on the rock scene today, but judging from their past
record sales, the public doesn't
agree.
REO is a combination of the
styles of many groups, but it
should be noted that the styles
were not stolen, but original style.s
that other groups have copied from
them; Their latest album, "Ill inFldelity", is a compilation of the

Ambrosia, and is recorded in a
fashion I have never heard before.
This recording style puzzles me. It
vaguely resembles Elvis Presley's
Sun Records sessions, as there is a
slight echo effect throughout the
album. l just wish that I could
figure out how they pulled off such
a great recording job. It ranks with
Springsteen's "The River" as one
of the best recorded albums of

their new found star status will not
go to their heads, which I really
doubt it will, and hope they will
'contiriue to turn out quality music
like that in "Ill inFidelity."
D"
. st·... ·ts:::::::::M lilii M . :
1
: ire rai :: ::: : a .. g . ovies:

For the first time in their brief
career, thejr albums are selling
better in the U.S. than in the
overseas markets; such as Great
'. Britain and Norway, where Dire_
' Straits is THE group. Their new
"
" ·
·

1980.
As usual, the keyboard playing·

on the album is superior, as Neal
Doughty shows once again why he
is considered one of rock's best
keyboard · performers. The
originality and improvisition he
shows is rare in rock musicians today.
The REO guitar section is one of
the better talents in modern rock
i also, as the teamwork and versatility that th~ lead gui~r, bass,
and rhytlun gwtal_" have is nearly
unmatched today. It is reminiscent
Of the early 1960'S When
togetherness was the "in" thing,
_rather than virtuosos in the group.
It is very easy to confuse the
group with rock's other highpitched whining guitar, and
screaming keyboard group,
Journey. The two groups sound
nearly identical. Perhaps the only
difference is in the record sales. It
is rather peculiar that two groups
can evolve hundreds of miles apart
from each other, and yet have such
similar styles.
REO is a hard group to write
about, I have to admit. Their music
is a relaxed screaming rock, the
kind that makes great background
music for parties and homework.
The music is great, and it sort of
lingers around a room until the
record is over. Then you always
end up saying to yourself, "Gee,
that's alright!", and then you put
, the album away, content.
Their chart hit, "Keep on Loving
You," is one of the better songs so
far this year. It is receiving
substantial airplay, but album
sales are only fair. Mellow in
nature, "Keep on Loving You"
winds it's way iJ!to a spine-tingling
climax, wrapping you up in it's
·
lyrics along the way.
For a rock group that has received as little attention as they have,
it is refreshing to see them get the

· It is fast paced for Dire Strait's

\.·' 'Making Movies''
,Dz.re Strul
•.o •t ' b
s es t

· music, but it is not rushed, rather,
it is an interesting change of pace
from their norm~l routine of
slower stuff.

1

I

: Dire Straits, "Making Movies,"
· Warner Brothers Records
1

When a principal member of a
name band quits, it usually spells
doom for the band. But in the case
of Dire · Straits, who lost rhythm
and sometimes lead guitarist Dave
Knopfler, this is not true. They
have turned out their best album
since their first album, which was
named after themselves.
Knopfler made a sudden exit
from the band, for reasons he will
not state, and the band was forced
to reassess their plans for the next
album. Added were pianist, Alan
Clark, and rhytlun guitarist Hal
Lindes. The group decided to take
a new direction in their mtisic, and
the whole scope of Dire Straits was
changed. Successfully.
In "Making Movies", there is a
presence that appears for the first
tinie in any of their albums. It is a
hard thing to explain, something is
differen~, it's one ~f those thin~s
you c~n t put your ~mger on, but it
doesn t alter the laid-back ~tyle of
th~ grou~ at all,. rather, it complim~nts it. T~ere IS a lot mor.e .percuss1on on this album than m the
past, and the guitars seem more

Maybe it was for the better that
Dire Straits changed their direction. They were criticized shortly
after the release of their second
album, "Communique", for falling
into the formula rock pattern,
soupding the same, song after
song. When Dave Knopfler walked
out last July, the band was forced
to get new blood, and instead of
replacing Knopfler with-one person, they went for three talented
individuals that all benefit their
new group.
It is for the better, I think, that
this change occured, and Dire
Straits has managed to maintain
the style that put them to the top,
and this new, fresh direction they
are taking should keep them there.

1

,

y vc phOtO
·

_

e xhih1•t set
.

·
Entries are now being accepted
for Yakima Valey Community College's loth Annual Photo Exhibi· tion. Any photographer residing in
the state of Washington is eligible
to enter up to fortr pho~ographic
works in the show which rims from
April 5 to 26.
All wor~s submitted must be
: mounted and must not be glasscovered. Outside dimensions of the
work m~t be no smaller than
seven inches on one side. Entries
may be black and white, color or
any photographically derived pro, cess.

ARMY ROTC IS COMING
TO c ·ENTRAL ! ! !
I'

WATCf1 THIS SPACE FOR FUTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS
(THAT'S ALL. .. )
CENTRAL
WASHINGTON
UNIVf:RSITY

I

!

The deadline for submission of
works is Aprill. Works may be
~rought to Prior Hall 100 at YVCC
or malled in reuSa.ble containers.
The photographer must mark each
print with name, ·address and sale
price. Titles are optional.
Cliff Hollenbeck, a Seattle-based
free lance photographer will select
about 40 prints. to ·be displayed in
the Larson Art Gallery on the
YVCC campus. Hollenbeck, a
Yakima native and graduate of
YVCC, was an entrant in the college's first photo show and has
worked as a newspaper
photographer and free-lancer,
specializing in travel and promotion photography.

For further information, contact
Herb Blisard, YVCC~ 575-2401.
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Nugent 16-year veteran of rock
By Kevin Marketon

The rock entity we know as Ted
Nugent was not always as we know
him today. To reach the level of
success he has attained, it has
taken over 16 years of work having I
survived many trials and tribulations along the way.
Nugent began playing guitar at
the age of six, when he received an
acoustic guitar as a gift from his
aunt. Shortly afterward, he was
enrolled in the Detroit Royal
School of Music, where he studied
fundamental guitar for two years,
quitting the school to study boogiewoogie and honky-tonk ·styles on
his own.
Nugent was born Dec. 13, 1948, in
Detroit, Michigan, where he lived
until he was 16, when he and his
family moved to Chicago. But
Nugent longed to return to his l
native Detroit, and he returned
there after he graduated from high
school in 1967. All this time, he was
playing in a group that is obscure '
to almost all but 60's era music
buffs, The Amboy Dukes. The
Dukes signed with Mainstream
Records in 1967, and released their
first single,"Baby, Please Don't
Go", which fared well in the
Detroit and Chicago charts, but did
little elsewhere.
1968 was the year that The Amboy Dukes and their promising
new guitarist made the chart nationally for the first time. The
release of the single, "Journey to
the Center of the Mind", went to
the top ten on the national and international charts, and a national
tcur was created, as a result of the
success of the · album. Nugent

recorded his third album, "Migra- to cancel their contract with '
tion". The tour continued. The ·Mainstream Records and sign with
stress of the touring and internal the much larger Polydor Records.
Nugent was not satisfied with his
disagreements over artistic
freedom caused The Amboy Dukes treatment at Polydor, and he back-

ed out of any further .business with dience participation in his concert.
Critics in the past have said that
Polydor after recording one album
he is one of the most exciting peron their label.
In the spring of 1972, Nugent, formers to watch on stage, comnow appearing solo and using The paring him to the excitement he
Amboy Dukes as his backup band, creates in concert to that of Elvis,
was approached by Lou Futter- 'lbe Who, arid Bruce Springsteen.
man, of Discreet Records. This His behavior in concert has earned
was the beginning of Nugent's him several nicknames, such as
magical ride to stardom. Nugent "Terrible Ted", "Ted for the
released his first solo album, Head", and '.'The Ten Fingers of
"Tooth, Fang and Claw", which Doom".
was not a success on the charts,
Nugent will be coming to Central
but attracted the attention of Epic March 7, to show Ellensbug exactrecord magnate Tom Werman.
ly why he has earned these
Werman and Nugent got along nicknames.
well at their first meeting, and
Nugent, who was feeling some
frustrations with Discreet
Records, was convinced to sign
with Epic Records, one of the
largest recording companies in the
world. At Epic, which is Nugent's (Continued from page 9)
present company, he has reached fessional with his own following.
His career has continued
the success he has been grasping
for since the ragged days in uninterrupted since.
Williams says he feels jazz
Detroit.
Since 1976, he has recorded four 1 music has gone through the stage
platinum albums; 1'Free For All", where it got too clever, too far out,
"Cat Scratch Fever", "Double too noisy. But now, he says, the
Live Gonzo", and "Weekend War- · music is searching again.
"And when it starts to search, it
riors". He has a recent album out,
"Scream Dream", but it is a re- has to complete the circle,"
cent release and has not had Williams said,
Tickets, $4.50 student and $5.50
enough time to go platinum yet.
When Nugent goes on tour, he general admission, are available
always gives his all to the au- at the SUB information booth.
Reservations may be made by
dience. In 1974 and '75, he played
250 concert dates in a one-year writing or calling the ASC Office,
period. His most recent concert Samuelson Union Building, Centour, in 1980, played over 150 dates tral Washington University,
in a four month period, appearing Ellensburg, WA 98926, phone (509)
in 56 cities. In concert, Nugent has 963-1691.
I. the reputation of a rebel-rouser, in- The concert is sponsored by the
: citing rowdy behavior and au- ASC.

Jazz ~inger
to perforin

Roeker Ted Nugent will perform in .concert at Central
March 7 in Nicholson Pavillion at 8 p.m.
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Kansas City . . .
the final frontier
~y Matt McGillen
Sports Editor . ·

Kansas City . . . the final frontier.
These are the voyages of the CWU hoopteam Wildcat.
Its five-game mission: to exploit new baskets; to eek out new life with
few violations - to boldly bring back what no Cat has brought back before.
An NAIA national championship.
Before Central can transport itself to the midwest, however, there are
two things - or groups of things rather - standing in the Cats' way that they
must dispose
The first group of things attempting to bar Central from its eighth
straight appearance in KC is the trio of other northwest hopefuls - Simon
Fraser, St. Martin's and Lewis-Clark State of Idaho- they must battle in
t · e NAIA District I tournament whi.c h begins tonight.
In opening round loser-out games the Cats meet Simon Fraser in. Burnaby, B.C.~ while St. Martin's hosts Lewis-Clark at Lacey. The two winners will then meet in a best two-out-of-three series for the lone berth to
·
.
the ~ational tourney.
· Should the Cats materialize as District I champs, the second group of
things they will face, of course, are the 31 other teams who will be beami~ g toward stateline Missouri. But in many respects Central is light-year.s
ahead of th_e other entries in this year's field.
First of all, Central is no stranger to Kansas City. The Cats have put in
14 NAIA national tournament ·a ppearances in the last 16 years (a record)
including the last seven in a row (also a record). A half dozen other teams
have also qualified seven consecutive times, but Central is the only team
to do it twice, 1965-71and1973-80 (still another record).
Their 24-:15 Kansas City playoff-game record has led them to two third. place finishes, in 1967 and 1969, and to their highest finish ever, number
two in the galaxy, in 1970- the same year CWU Coach Dean Nicholson was
honored as NAIA National Coach of the Year.
Along with that award, Nicholson, now in his 17th season at the helm of
the Wildcats, also owns six NAIA District I Coach of the Year awards and
a 384-126 career won-loss record, one of the best slates among active
NAIA or NCAA college coaches in the country.
·
Pretty impressive fuel, to be sure.
But if the Wildcats are to capture the thing that has eluded Nicholason
and Co. in 14 other tries over the last decade-and-a-half, they will have to
do it on impulse power alone with a crew of untested newcomers.
For gone are warp-speed All-Americans Dennis Johnson, Ray Orange
and Joe Holmes. Gone is All-District Sam ·Miller.
Still, hope springs eternal. Only three Central teams to qualify for the
irationals have come ho~e without at least one notch on their phaser. And
two of those three times were Nicholson's first and second flights aboard
the Ellenspride.
But then again, with the up and down kind of year C~ntral has been having, the only certianty there is,_ is that there is no certainty when it comes
to predicting what the Wildcats will do.
In a roller-coaster season the Cats beat nationally-ranked University of
ftuget Sound 72-66 for the championship of the Loggers' Christmas tournament. In two meetings since, however, the Wildcats have taken it on
the chin from UPS by 76-57 and 86-61 counts.
In between those happenings Central knocked off former arch-NAIA
foe Eastern Washington in Cheney after bein_g destroyed 76-55 at home by
the Eagles - CWU's worst home defeat in 22 years.
And just a few hours after upending Eastern, the Cats blew a 17-point
~lad in the final 10 minutes on their way ·to 1losing to District I cellardwelling Pacific Lutheran University in front. of a puzzled home crowd.
Central's most recent pair of about faces, however, ~as their narrow
49-48 loss to St. Martin's last Friday, a team they had beaten earlier in the
season by 19 points, followed the next night by a 98-60 thrashing of Seattle
U., a team that had beaten Central earlier in the season.
Experience aside, the Cats certianly have it talent-wise. The only thing
;'ii that noone knows if all arid/or any of the Wildcats will show up. Steve
Dade has left and returned, as has a newly-recharged Lucky Taylor. Eli
Carter seems to come and go every game. Pudists and Long have spent
considerable time on the red cross unit. Barney and Nellams. have been
there now and then.
Yet, finally in the end, it may be Nicholson who has the last word, as he
so often has during his remarkable tenure. "We're not out of it ye.t. We'll
h,e all right. We're still getting our act together."
•
··
If the~ do, er, when they do, I for one would like to have tickets for a:
front row seat.

of.
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.W omen's tennis begins
cwu _begins

.

its 1981 women's
ten~is schedule Saturday at
Eastern Washington University. ·
Coach Dee Johns is calling it a
rebuilding year for the Wildcats.
Only three players with varsity ex1}Crience are listed on the roster.
One .of those is Ellensburg
sophOil)Ore Shelly Wheeler. Johns
!

ranks Wheeler and Wanatchee
Valley transfer Teresa Smick as
the two best players. . .
The other returning veterans are
Rhodi Adair, a seniof, and Teresa
Shrout, a sophomore. ·
' "It is a bttjlding year. We have a
long way~ to go before we are
ready," Johns said.

LAND OF THE GIANTS: Centrals' 6-foot-9 ·Howie Long is dwarfed by

·Athletes in Actions' 7-footer Steve Schall. AIA defeated the Wildcats 60-58
(see related story on page 15).

photo by- Doug Keith

Tonight: .

Cats face Simon Fras.e r
The "second season" begins
Everyone starts even and I don't two weekend games and is averag·
tonight for the Wildcats and three think the home court will be that ing 25.1.
"We have to shut Triano down.
other NAIA District I basketball much of an advantage. Some of our
teams.
best basketball has been on the We ·can't - let hini run wild,"
Nicholson _said. "We have· to be
At stake is a berth in the 32-team road." .
NAIA National Tournament which
Simon Fraser brings a 17-13 sure and execute our offense, sl)ow
begins March 9 in Kansas City, Mo. · record into the contest, however, ·some patience and go to the'
Third-place Central travels to the Clansmen have lost three boards."
Burnaby, B.C. to take on the · straight,.~including a 87-84 decision
Central has split its two meeting
second-place Simlln Fraser : to Lew~Clark Saturday night.
University Clansmen; while top _Ea~tern yvashington defeated the with Simon Fraser, losing in Burnaby 67-65 and winning in the
district-finisher St. Marti.p's hosts Canadiat)s 101-90 Sunday.
friendly
confines· of Nicholson
fourth-place Lewis-Clark -State of • · Jay Triano, the district's lead!ng
Idaho in first round· foser-out con- . scorer, had 39 and 30 points in the Pavilion, 84-79.
tests. Tippoff is set for 7: ao..,
The two winners then begin in a EP~:;::i~~a:a:a:a:a::;:s;:a:C:iiSS!::s::::::s::1:1:1~m==cs:;:.,
best two-of-three series Saturday.
If the Wildcats and St. Martins
'win, the final series will begin at
Nicholson Pavilion t>efore shifting
to Lacey for games twQ.and three,
Monday and Tuesday.
If the Wildcats and ·L-C State,
win, the series will begin ·in
Lewiston, Idaho, then shift to
Ellensburg for the second, and if
need be, third game.s. If Central
falls on Thursday, however, their
season is over and their. seven-year
stranglehold on the ''iii.Strict ·pen- ·. ,
nant will be ended.
. · .
.,
Central c9mpleted its ·regular
season with its most- lopSided Victory of the season, a ~ rmlt of
Seattle University. T~frunna-iay~
came on the heels of a,one-~iti;t
loss to St. Martin!:& . the. · nigtit
before, 49-48.
:;~ ·- · "·' . . .
Central Coach Dean -~lc.t;mlSon is· .~
optimistic about th~ , pla)'_Qmr. 1
think we are going to.'}:>JaY>Weit " ~S.:S::s:S'S:s:s::l':l::D:=~cc;SJ~:z:S~Si:SSD::Xl!c:E:Ei:~~

p.m.

·"'

·

-

·

Kegs to go

'l

$28 ·
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Wildcat track underway

Men eyeing chance at distriet title
Central completely dominated . strong in the 1,500 with Denesu1&,
the distance events at the 1980 Paul Harshman, Pete Vernie and
NAIA District I track and field Bob Prather.
meet to earn a second-place team
The mild winter weather has'aidfinish behind six-time champion ed the CWU training picture. "We
Eastern Washington.
are in fantastic shape for the early
Now with . the Eagles having part of February," Arlt said two
defected to the NCAA ranks, coach weeks ago. "We've been able to
Spike Arlt hopes to use CWU's train at 6,000 to 7,000 feet six or
distance strength to return the seven times."
district championship to
· By training at the higher elevaEllensburg for the first time since tion, the same effect is gained with
1974.
.
fewer miles than at a lower elevaArlt, CWU's coach since 1974, tion. Fewer miles also mean less
makes no pretensions about it. .The injuries.
'Cats are the premier distance runCWU not only has excellent
ning team among the Nothwest's quality, but also depth among its
small-colleges.
' distance runners. "Forth percent
"We are solid from 800 meters · of our team are in the distance
up," Arlt said. "I look for us to do events," Arlt said. "We feel good
very well."
about establishing something we
However, it will be hard to im- are going to own. And we are getprove on last year's district ting stronger and stronger in the
record. Ted Mittlestaedt finished distance events each year."
second and Mark Mowery was fifth
While the 'Cats don't have that
in the steeplechase. Phil Phimister type of depth elsewhere, neither is
led a 1-2-3 CWU sweep in the 10,000 the cupboard bare.
meters and also took the 5,000
meter crown and John Freeburg
won the marathon.
In the 5,000, CWU took five of the
top six places and all five runners
return for another season.
The only graduation loss among. Most of CWU's 1980 regional
the distance runners was Mark points came in the weight events
Brown and Arlt added Scott and .relays. However, women's ·
Spruill, a transfer from Lane Com- track coach Jan Boyungs is looking
munity College in Eugene, Ore., for a· more balanced team effort
and Steve Deneson from Eastern this spring.
Washington.
The Wildcats open their 1981 outReturning in the 5,000 and 10,000 door season Saturday at Pacific
are .Phimister, Freeburg, Kent Lutheran University's Pre-Polar
Hernandez and Jack Stillmaker.
Bear meet.
Mittlestaedt and Mowery will be
Boyungs' squad got an early
tough in the steeplechase, accor- jump·on the season last Saturday
ding to Arlt and CWU also looks, competing in an indoor meet at the

. In the sprints, CWU will depend
· on Gregg Colbo, a two-year senior
·letterman from Seattle. Dennis
Carda, a junior and Dennis Edwards, an Alaskan freshman could
help out.
In the 400, All-American Tim
Hart graduated. However, Arlt
predicts freshman Warren Estby
will be tough and he says
sophomore Greg Thomas is a solid
quarter-miler. Seniors Brian
Hurlen and Chris Caterall provide
depth.
In the 800 Central has a trio of
good runners in Paul Harshman,
sophomore Ron Asmus and junior
Dale Knutson.
"We will be representative . at
district (which CWU will host) in
the middle distances and fair in the
sprints," Arlt said.
In the hurdles, CWU has no experience but freshman Jim
Holding has shown good potential.
Central's only experience in the
weight events is in the shot where

junior Jon Smith returns. Frosh
Tom Borque is also a shot putter.
CWU has no experience ·in the
discus, but appears to have depth,
even .if unproven. Top bets there include Tim Hjermstad ,
sophomores ·nan Jensen and Brad
Smith and Bourque.
In the javelin, the top throwers
are a pair of freshmen, Al Mon,
tgomery and Mike Walker. Scott
Lon<l~o, a sophomore throws the
hammer.
·
School-record , holder Darrell
Charles returns to anchor the triple jump (49-5). John Unglaub and
Doug' Keith are also triple
jumpers.
In ,the long jump, Arlt has
Charles and Unglaub. Returning
high jumpers include national
qualifier Allen Taylor, a
sophomore with a career best of
7-114 but just 6-8 at Central, and
juniors Dan Smith and Tom Morse.
In the pole vault, CWU has four
unproven vaulters, but all four

have good potential. Candidates include freshmen Brian Blevins, Ken
Cadieux and Todd Ringwood and
Carda.
Arlt ranks both the .400and1,600 ·
relays as solid for Central. . cwu
placed second in the 1,600 and the
400 last year and returns two runners off each unit.
·
With Eastern gone, CWU has a
solid chance to regain the district
title it had held for more than a
decade prior to Eastern's domination.
"We have better depth and better balance, but I don't know if we
have the national caliber talent we
had last year," Arlt said.
The 1981 season begins for the
Wildcats on two fronts this Saturday. Roger Howell and Mark Fernald will represent CWU in the
district marathon at Seaside, Ore.,
and the remainder of the team is
entered in the Pre-Polar Bear
meet at Pacific Lutheran University.

!

Womens' Boyungs loQking £Or more balanced effort

a~

/.-.::~ .~
r
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· ·(1 Brides and
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Grooms
To Be
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Button Jewelers
and
Moser's Men'• Wear
are hosting a

Bridal ·
Fashion
Showing
Saturday, February 28
at
Button Jewelers
New Bridal Showroom
"Bridal Treasures"
Featuring Fashions for: .
Bride and Groom
Attendants
and family
Show will begin at 2 p.111,
with refreshments following

University of Idaho.
has shown excellent promise in the
regionals last year and we are
"I was pleased with our overall looking for most of our squad to 400 meters.
effort," Boyungs stated. "We did qualify this year. We have strength . Myers anchors the middfe
have a few disappointments in each of the different areas. distance runners. The crosshowever at least we now know However, we do not have much country veteran is described by
where we stand."
her coach as a "dandy". Nancy
depth."
Central's distance runners ·
Nilson will also run the middle '
recorded its best time in the meet.
Among those who placed .in the distances.
Laura Meyers established a top three at regionals last year are
Teller and frosh coach Carol
regional qualifying time and per- Lorna Beaver and Jill Palmquist.
sonal best of 4:51.2 in the 1,500 Beaver was second in the javelin .. Christensen give CWU a solid 1-2
and Palmquist was third in the punch in ·the longer · distances.
meters and finished fourth.
Teller is a consistent performer
Kitty Teller, a three-year shot put. . .
and hard worker who keeps in good
veteran, finished second in her
With Beaver ·and Palmquist condition, according _to Boyungs. ·
heat of the 3,000 meters in a perreturning, the weight everits ·look
· Christensen qualified this fall for
sonal best of 11:03.4.
·
good.
Beaver,
who
also
plays
·
the
national AIAW cross-country
CWU also got fifth-place finsishes from Alice Pleasant and basketball, will be joined by Laurie . meet and is a fonner state prep
Julie Schultz in their heats of the Buskala in the javelin. "Both are two-mile champion from Iowa.
300 meters, from Dawna Bell in her . ·potentially strong throwers,'' However, she is currently recoverheat of the 600 yard dash and from Boywigs said. "Beaver, however, · ing from a stress fracture.
will be coming off of basketball ·
its 1,600 meter relay team.
CWU placed third in the 440 and
Boyungs, CWU's track coach and won't be in top form . right
880 medley relays and ·second in
·since 1968, has a squad of 18, in- away."
the mile relay last year at
cluding 13 letter winners.
Palmquist is a potential regional regionals, however Boyungs
"We qualified ·12 girls for
champion in the shot put, accor- describes the relay events as ·.·
ding to Boyungs. "We've been · "thrills" because of the team's
working on getting her to use her - lack of depth.
Ellensburg
1

Bicycle Shop

Iffi,®c

~

~:W@Il®
. Come.See. Us·
-Tuesday - Friday
12-6
Saturday 1 o-s
Sunday - .Mond.By
Closed

4th and Pine
Ellensbur1 ~
•21·2400

;~

Brenda Allenabugh is the teams
legs.''
Paula Better also throws the shot captain. She competes in the hepand she and Palmquist are also the . tathlon.
top discuss throwers. Cindy Pottle,
Boyungs, whose team finished
the 1980 regional discus champion, fifth last year in the region, figures
was lost to graduation.
def ending champion Seattle
Idaho,
Western
In the sprints, CWU returns both Pacific,
Pleasant and Sheri McCormick. Washington and Boise State will be
Both qualified in the 100 and 200 for the top squads.
regionals last year. Pleasant was
"We are going to hold back some
in first place in the 100 before pull- ·
and
limit the events our girls coming a musche. ·•
pete in. We don't want to put them
Sophomore Dawn Allenbaugh in stressful situations tgg.~arly. In
will add depth, but she has been fact, we won't enter anyon~ in the
hindered by injuries. Denise Steele 100 until April."

f)
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AIA squeaks by Wildcats
By Alan Anderson

Toning up for their opening
playoff game tonight at Simon
Fraser, the CWU Wilcats dropped
a 60-58 squeaker to the powerful
Athletes in Action Monday night at
Nicholson Pavilion.
Lucky Taylor led the way pumping in 15 points followed closely by
· reserve.Scott Tri who hit for 12.
Leading the tired-looking Campus Crusade for Christ team was
Dave Johnson with 17, Steve Schall
with 13 and Tim Hall who scored
. 10.
Athletes in Action, playing only
their second ganie following a twoweek layoff, hit the scoreboard
first ·with seven unanswered
points. But the Wildcats, determin. ... . . . ed not to become another mark in
.
Kim Wilson hits for two points aiding the Wildcat cause in ' the win column of AIA began
their 59-53 upset victory over Gonzaga Monday.
answering a few shots and managphoto by Doug Keith ed to knot the game at 15-all with
just under nine minutes to play in
the first half.
The score remained close for the
remainder of the half with AIA
holding a 29-28 lead at intermis·

'Cats stage L-C State
in final league gaTrte

.

The CWU women's basketball
team completes its Northwest Empire League campaign this
• weekend with a pair of games.
The Wildcats travel to Bellingham Friday to take on Western
Washington, then host Lewis-Clark
State (Idaho) at 3 p.m. A nonleague contest next Tuesday
against Seattle University wraps
up the season.
CWU moved its league record to
4-8 and its overall mark to 11-12
Monday, upsetting Gonzaga
University 59-53 at Nicholson
Pavilion.
Vicki Vanderburg, selected the
league's player of the week last
week, led the way with 13 points
and 13 r~bounds. Cheryl Holden

What the CWU Wildcats needed
going into last Saturday night's
game with Seattle University was
a big win. A confidence building
win to carry them out of the
regular season and into postseason play.
For a change, the Wildcats got
just what they wanted, as they annihilated the Chieftans 98-60, to
wrap up their regul~r season in
•
style.
Coming off Friday's 49-48 downto-the-wire loss to District I leader
St. Martins, the 'Cats were finally
able to start all their big men in the
same game: Lucky Taylor, John
Harper and Steve Pudists. These
three, with an average height of
6-foot-7, along · with Mike Barney
and Steve Dade in the backcourt
are going to have to perform well if
CWU is to make its eighth straight
1
appearance in Kansas City.
The five had ·their first ex. perience at playing well together
Saturday night, as they all finished
in double figures. Dade and
Barney led with 14 each, Harper
and Pudists each had 13 and Taylor
added 10 first-half points. Scott Tri
came off . the bench for nine
:minutes of action and canned 12,
while Jefome Collins and Howie
Long pumped in eight and six
points respectively.
Both squads played a run-andr ·gun style of basketball, with the

~

scored 12 and Tamie Shannon added 10.
The victory broke a two-game
losing streak for CWU. Portland
defeated the 'Cats 75-60 Friday and
the University of Idaho overcame
a nine-point deficit for an 81-65 win
Saturday night in Moscow.
Shannon and Donna Balmer are
in a tight race for the CWU scoring
lead gQing into the final week of the
season. Shannon, who has scored
in double figures 12 of her last 13
games, is averaging 9.2 points.
Balmer is scoring a 9.0 clip.
Shannon also leads the team in
rebounding with 155. Vanderburg,
who has 85 rebounds in her last
eight games, is second with 147.
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Intra murals
Top ten

Racquetball

(With record in parenthesis)

Racquetball is a rapidly growing
sport, so to demonstrate your skills
or just to meet other peoplewho are
slo interested in this sport, the Intram:ural Sports Program is sponsoring a tournament on Feb. 27 and
28. '

Team of the week
Just Another Team has been
chosen as this week's outstanding
team. With a 7-0 r~cord, they are
leading Division I of "C" League.
Even though they are very competitive, having fun playing the
game is still the reason they play.
With four of their five starters over
six feet tall, the strong point of
their game is obviously their
height. Led by Lyle and ·Lars Lanrie and Scott Warnock, it is pretty
·ough to get insid~ on them, unles
·you are Just Another Team.

Ski trip p/,anned
A trip to Sun Valley will be of?ered by the Ski Club for March
:~4-28. The cost is $180, which indudes lodging, lift tickets, food
and transportation. A deposit of $50
ils due by Feb. 28. The Ski Club is
planning to offer ski trips and and
snowshoeing activitites. Interested
persons should contact Chuck at
963-3276.

1. 76's (8-0)

2. X's (8-0)
3. NCW Finest and BC (7-0)'·
4. Just Another Team (7-0)
5. The Gang Green (7..t>)
6. Running Rebels (6-1)
7. LAGNAF (7-1)
8. Beaver Plugs (6-2)
9. ROTC (7-1)
10'. The Rand R's (6-2)

CWU nten
•
swintmers

take 3rd

Official of the week ·
* Stacey Locke *

By Alan Anderson

Stacey is an offical with a lot o
Bob Kennedy picked up two wins
and in a big game, w
for the Central mens swim team
can always count on her for a fin
paving their way to a third place
performance. ·Stacey is current!
finish at the Northwest Small ColThis will be a men's double- in the athletic training program a lege Championships last weekend. 1
elimination tournament and is Central, and will graduate ne
Kennedy won the 100 and 200
limited to 16 players. There will be , fall . .Stacey has been officating in backstrokes with his times of 56.0
a mil).imal entry fee of $2 and tramurals for two years and als
and 2:01.20, respectively, both of
prizes will be awarded to the top officaiates in the Kittitas Valley which bettered national qualifying
three winners. Sign up now in the Officals Association. Keep up th ' standards.
intramural office.
good work, Stacey.
Lifting club
The only other winner for CenThe Powerlift and Bodybuildin ·•
tral, who racked up 334 points, i
Club is presently building up the I I •
third to top-finisher Pacific
Central weight room. The lift-aLutheran's 380 and runnerup
thon held last quarter yeilded over .
Willamette's 367, was Jeff Osborn
in the 100 breaststroke with a time
$700,tobespentinneweqajpment. . · quali~y
A new seated calf machine has ar- :
of 1:01.80. The 'Cats picked up a
rived and more equipment, inone, two, three sweep in the event,
eluding plates, curling bars, olym- .
C.D. Hoines, Ronald Ellis and serious," CWU assistant coach · with Kirk Fletcher's 1:01.97 (also a 1
pie bars and a preacher bench are Richard Esparza will represent Tony Ledbetter said. "It was sore national qualifying time) and
on the way.
Central Washington University in and he didn't want to risk further Kevin Hegge's 1:03.10. Hall ButHealth thought for the weak: the NAIA national wrestling tour- . Injury."
tery was also in the championship
Everyone is a self-made person, . nament March 5-7 at Edmonds,
"Hoiness and Ellis have been finals, giving CWU four of the top
.it's only the successful ones that Okla.
outstanding the last few weeks," six spots:
like to admit it.
Hoiness will be. making his se- said CWU coach Eric Beardsley.
Another big event for the ,.
cond national appearance. Ellis is Beardsley will inducted into the
a two-time national runnerup and NAIA Hall of Fame March 3 at the Wildcats was the 100 backstroke.
Esparza will be making his na- opening banquet of the tourna- Aside from Kennedy's win, Pat
ment. '
McCarthy and Tom Dunning plactional debut.
Ellis has a seven-match win ed in the top six and Jeff Leak won
Hoiness, 16-6 on the season, successfully defended his District I-II streak, not counting the forfeit and the consolation final.
142-pound title last weekend at Hoiness has won six straight matIn the 200 back, Dunning
Willamette University in Salem, ches. Both wrestlers took the in- qualified for nationals with his
Ore., defeating Ron Coke of Pacific dividual titles in ·the Washington 2: 03.23, and Leak was second in the
University 5-1 in the championship State Collegiae Championships consolation finals with his 2:08.5.
match.
·
earlier this month in Ellensburg.
Terry Lathan finished third in
Esparza, transfer from Colum- the one meter diving with his
Ellis, 11-3 on the season, also bia Basin College, won three of his 340.10, 60 -points shy of the national
reached the finals, but elected to four 150-pound bouts to improve his standard.
forfeit the 126-pound championship season record to 11-8. His lone loss
match because of a minor knee in- in the district meet came to evenThree relay teams made it under
jury. He pinned Glenn Hartmann tual champion Dave McKay of national qualifying times this
of Northwest Nazarine in the Simon Fraser and Esparza led 5-1 weekend, as Kennedy, Fletcher,
semifinals.
in that match before surrendering Dunning and Tim Mahaffie went a
"It (the injury) isn't anything 10 third~period points.
3:43 in the 400 medley relay. The
e~perience,

• an d E sparza·
nozness, El/lS
natz·onal meet ·
J • J+or
•

1

THE NEW
WORLDCRR

a

FORD ESCORT . •••••••••••••••Ill•••••••••
The worldwide resources of Ford Motor Company teamed
up to create Escort. A terrific little high-rrt.ileage ?ar b~ilt in
America to take on the world. Escort achieves high mileage
through advanced technology, not by giving you less _car.
And Escort comes with features like front-wheel dnve.
Rack and pinion steering. Four-wheel independent suspension. And advanced aerodynamic design for less air drag_.

@

44
.

EPA
EST.
MPG"

EST.
HWY:

A sudden illness plagued the
team, as Leak, Mahaffie and Mike
Baird all missed at least one day of
competition and numerous others
swam with what coach Bob
Gregson called a virus which
swept through the team.

•BOOKS
c>, PRINTS

"Applicableonly to sedans
without power steering or NC.
For comparison. Your mileage
may differ depending on speed,
distance , weather. Actual.
.
highway mileage and Cahforn1a
ratings lower.

o COFFEE

Come see and drive Escort today at

o

KELLEHER MOTOR COMP ANY
6th & Pearl .
-rt;

BUILT TO TAKE ON THE WORLD.

LOOK GOOD

800 free relay team of Kennedy,
Dunning, Bruce Fletcher and Wil
Delony finished with a 7:26.19 and
Kennedy, Dunning, Delony and
Bruce Fletcher teamed up in the
400 free relay to swim a 3: 18.40.

202 E. FOURTH
962-2375

- FEEL GOOD
. ,M ILK'S SO GOOD
Open
lpm-7pm.
Mon-Sat

TEA

"J:!,or all the problems we've had,
with sickness and ineligibility,
they did a very good job," Gregson
said. "You always like to win the
meet, but I guess it just wasn't in
the books for u8 to get it this year.

COMPARE OUR:
MILK · PRICES
2% %Gallon
Grade A 1/2Gallon
Pas·t eurized/Homogenized
Whole 1h Gallon 37c:

Winagar's -·
Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson P"vilion

"we accept food coupons" 419 W. 15th - 925-1821

~
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Liquor ho,ar~ nixes inud wrestling
Supervisor of Liscencing, Ray Washington are being turned down
Hensel of the Liquor ControtBoard based upon the King County Health
The CWU Girl's Club mud in Olympia said the "nd m:ud · Department recommendation.
Horseshoe Tavern owner, prof.
wrestling event planned for Feb. wrestling policy" was enacted
2oth at the Horseshoe Tavern was when several tavern owners1on the Ro~rt "Doc" Gaines and Girl's
canceled at the .l ast minµte by a west coast applied for pemlits for Club President Melissa Storey said
call from the Washington State Li- mud wrestling. i Hensel · saJd the palns for mud ·wrestling in
King County . Health Depattm~nt Ellensburg had been approved
quor Board.
According · to the Liquor Board, informed .the liquor board mud , earlier this month by the Yakima
"Mud wrestling in a single room wrestling was n~t ·an appr~priate Liquor Control Board. It was only ·
tavern is in violation with the activity for liquor liscence holders two days before the event when the
Health Department. Alcohol ·and· to promote while food and alcohol liquor enforcement officer for·
Ellensburg, . Frank Elsom con1
food cannot be served in the same is being consum~d.
Now requests. for · tavern 'mud tacted prof. Gaines and told him
room .while mud wrestling . is in
progress."
'
. wr.estling in 1 the sta~e of the mud wrestling would have to be

By Jill .Jones

called off.
Storey said all proceeds from the
mud wrestling . event were to
benefit multiple sclerosis and; the
real tragedy of the cancellation
was for all the victims of M.S. •
· She said "great preperation ;had
gone into the planning of ~ud
wrestling. A. secret supply' of
superb clay to make extra gooey
mud took weeks to locate.''
Storey said she recruited 12 ot
the meanest, hardened, bizarre
people from all walks of life ·._ to ·
slosh· it · out in the mud· .pit. A

mother of two, a cow-wrestler, a
school librarian, and several Central students had volunteered to
wrestle, sporting names such as
the Masked Masochist M
and the
Brunette Bomb.er. Among the top
contenders was supposedly to be a
savage man dressed . in . a bunny
suit claimig to be Peter Rabbit.
The Girl's Club is not going to let
the . liquor board dampen their
spirits. Storey says · "We're still
trying to pull it off, we just have to
find a ·Spot. So look out. Sound
bizarre? We are?"

Refugees==============

(continued from page 8)
This courageous family, who ex- , the fourth oldest and most fment in
perienced four years in the refugee English,· explained how everyone
camp of Kaput on the t>order of was forced to go, including the old
Thailand, explained how fear . was and crippled. ·Hospital patients
a constant part Qf .their everyday . were told to either get up and walk,
or stay and die. This walk, which
. life.
As one family member .put. it; was a death march for thousands,
"The fear that is felt, is enough to , led these people into the for est
drive people crazy, it is .always where· they were expected to'· live
·on · their own provisions. During
present."
Nhen talking about the ex- this time soldiers( kept· constant
.
pe ri en ce of being forcibly patrol.
.Meng told how they lived with no
evacuated from Cambodia, Meng,

money and no aspects of modern
day life. Survival depended totally
on each person. This me~nt hiding
food and keeping to one's self, for
the consequences of being caught
by the soldiers or worse, by fellow
Cambodi~s, meant sure death.
Meng said, "The soldiers ·were
not the ones who killed, people killed by words. When the · soldiers
heard of someone breaking rules,
they did not justify right from
wrong they just killed."

In most cases the victims were
innocent families. These people
told stories of parents strangling
their own children because they
woke crying in the night. It became
a matter of either losing one child
or l<_>sing the entire family.'.
·
There were other horror stories
told of people being beaten to death
by soldiers because they were trying to get more food. Fighting f~r
survival was a part of everyday
'
life in the refugee camps.

Here in the states, with a mix of
culttires, these people ·understand
that to advance in our.American
culture, education is a necessity.
Dr. CUtlip stated; "Generally
speaking, such well-groomed people ·naturally earn the respect of
fellow people. And because the
refugees are· eager to learn, and
want to support themselves, they
are accepted in ~ur community.''

Local lifestyles ~opic of Feb. 28, discussion
Community, water and energy
issues will be addressed at a panel
di~c~sion entitled "Lifes~yles in
Kittitas Valle~,= Prese~atlon and
Development, at the Morgan
JuniorHighAuditorium,Saturday,
Feb. 28.
The free, day-long forum, sponsored by Central's Anthropology
Student Association, will feature
community and university

''Our purpose is to heighten co~- Mayor Janiece Cooke and keynote
munity awareness of some of the address by City Councilman Larr~
is~ue~ that will ?ave to b~, de~it Nickel. The first panel will be
with m the. com~g years, sa1~ "Co?1111unity: Bala~ci~g Values
student Keith Olive, - one -9f th~ Agamst Needs," begmmng at 9:30
event's organizers. "We've · a.m. The two afternoon sessions
scheduled speakers from differ~ni will be "Water: Whose 'Dam'
segment~ of t.he commun.ItY;, Water Is It?" at 1 p.m. ~d
re~resentmg. a wide range of .v1ewf- "Energy: Where Do We Stand m
pomts, to stimulate panel dISCusf the Valley?" at 3 p.m.
sion and audience participation." \
·

Panelists include: physics Prof. : shed Committee· Irene Rinehart
Robert Bennett; anthropoleogy \ city councilwom'an· Prof. Stam~
Prof. Clayton Denman, co-director 1 ford Smit, biolog;; and Roger
of Small Towns Institute; William ! Sparks, Ellensburg Public Utilities
Gray, Yakima Project Office· l District.
geography Prof. Kenneth Ham: '
mond; Russell Jim, Yakima Tribal
This •forum is supported and
Council; Bill Lipsky, manag~g ; funded by the cwu College of Leteditor of The Ellensburg Daily ; ters, Arts and Sciences.
Record; Joe Peck, Roslyn Water· ,,

~:;:;;~::;;:;:!;:;;;~:;~M~~~: Build your iiftu .

(continued from page 3)

prentice.''
plain that the federal cutbacks
·If a person is unable to find work!
"won't affect the seasonal jobs we in Ellensburg, there is still another ;
have available."
option, according to Bowers.
j
Reforestation also is an impor"Commuting to Yakima is l
tant industry in Kittitas County, another possibility."
;
and season! hiring is done through
In Yakima, agriculture plays a
the Wenatchee National Forest Of- major role in the economy, as it i
- fice, Bowers said.
does jn Ellensburg. The fruit in- 1
Another industry that provides dustry provides many jobs, and so ~
jobs in this area is the.construction does the lumber industry. Boise ~
industry.
Cascade has .a big lumber yard i
"Building has been limited by there.
the high interest rates. Usually we . Bowers expressed regret that f.
hae lots of openings for rough more industry is not present in the l
carpen.t ry (barn construction, ' Ellensburg area.
I
etc.)," explains Bowers, "but we
"Ellensburg' s geography, the 1
haven't gotten many requests this · railroad, and (ample) labor pool [
past year."
·
make,it ideal for industry. I wish l
And CWU students seldom have we had more industry.''
acess to these construction jobs.
This lack of job-generating in- :
"A lot · of the construction in- dl;IStry in the Kittitas Valley is a ·;
dustry us unionized. They will hire . serious problem, . and may be
~ · someone from Yakiiria (a union worsenmg. This matter will be
member) 'rather than take on sO- discussed in another article of this
' meone from Ellensburg as an aJ>- series.

in 11cDonald~·

biggest game ever!·

1

McDonald's SlO Million "Build
A Big Mac" Game" has over 40 million
prizes available; ranging from
a Big Mac; Sandwich to a
free Coca-Cola · ~· -why you
can even be a $100,000
instant winner!
So come build a Big
Mac. And start building
your fortune today!!!

Just pick up your free <:iatne booklet(while supplies last),
rules and odds on winning at any.participating McDonald's.
Every time you come .by, we'll give you a free, game stamp
·
(while supplies last) . Match the game stamp with
the picture·and number on your "Build A Big Mac
Game" booktet and you can win up to $100,0001
And save your game booklet because some prizes
require more than one stamp to win. The stamp
you get -on 'your next visit '.11ay be the one that
wrns you $1,000, $25,000 and even more'
Anyone 16 years or older can play. Game
scheduled to end April 19th or May 10th
. (or while supplies last) depending on
geographic area. No purcha.se necessary.
Void where proh1b1ted by law.
McDonald's 10 Million Dollar "Build
A Big Mac Game" has over 40 million
prizes available worth over a grand total
of $23,530,000 in 5485 participating
"1AcDonald's stores
throughout
the United
States.

FOREIGN CAR

,R.EP,AIRS',AND PARTS
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·vw
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Centraline·
Frosh to see.advisors

Business Seminar Mar. 7
The Central chapter. of Phi Beta Lambda is sponsoring a seminar
March 5 e11titled "Increasing Office Productivity" for the city and campus community.
Connie Roberts; chapter advisor and assistant professor here, will~
leading the two-hour breakfast seminar. It will cover improving communication s~ills, developing desi, a ble work traits and attitudes and .
recognizing the importance of non-verbal communication.
Phi Beta Lambda is the collegiate level of the Future Business Leaders . .
of America. Its goals are to learn more about and preserv.e our free enterprise system.
'
·
The money raised from this presentation will go towards sending the
chapter members to the National Leadership Conference this summer in
Chicago.
If you would like more information or would like to register for the session, call Connie Roberts at 963-1444 after 2 p.m.

Spring-Summer internship ·
Are you considering a Co-op/Field Experience for Spring or Summer?
Or do you have any questions about Co-op andinternships that you would
like answered? You need to start planning now for your future - both
academic and employment. The Cooperative Education and Inte~ship
Office is having a Co-op.Field Experience Planning .session on Wednesday March 11, in SUB 208, from 3-4 p.m. So bring your questions, bring
your friends and come to the Co-op/Field Experience Planning session!

Summer job applications
Summer employment on Lake Wenatcht:e. On campus interviews
March 12th. Camp Zanika Lache. $500-$1200 for season plus room and
board. June 14-August 9. See Student Employment for job description and
appointment.
Hidden Valley Camp: Positions availabl~ - Counselors, Aquatics
counselors, Canoe Counselor, Arts and Crafts· Counselors, Nature
Counselor, Music Counselor, Driver, Kitchen Help, Nurse, Secretary. Interview date is set for Tuesday, March 3, from 9-5. Sign up in the Student
Employment Office, Barge 205.

Jobs-· for grads
The following finns will have representatives at the Career Planning
and Placement Center to .· interview interested candidates. Sign-up
schedules are posted, one day, to the week, before the arrival of the inter.
viewers _on. campus.
March 3 - First National Bank of Oregon, Portland, OR ., Management
Training· Program: Banking and Finance or l>ersons specifically interested in banking as a career. ,
March 3 - BCS, Richland, WA .. Computer Related Positions: -Business Applications and Scientific Applications.
March5-K.;.Mart Apparel, Federal Way, WA- Management Trainee Program: ·Bachelor's Degree Fashion Merchandising; Business - Those
desiring work in retail clothing sales.
·

• •
pos1t1ons

All students should make an appointment to meet with their advisors
durmg M.arch 2-6. All students who are FRESHMEN THIS QUARTER
ARE REQUIRED TO · SEE THEIR ADVISORS and obtain a signed
signature slip (provided by· the advisor). This .signed slip must be
presented ny ALL students Monday morning, March 30, before they will
~e admitted to registration. If you want to change advisors, contact the
Academic Advising Center in the SUB Student Services. Phone: 963-3409.
Students who intend to apply for
·
.Campus Crier positions of editorin-chief or business manager may
submit their applicatipns now.
Openings exist for a spring .
ApplicatiQns for September Experience (Option A),'Phase One of Op- quarter editor and the business
tion C, and Student Tea~hing for fall 1981, and winter and spring 1982, will manager position will begin sumbe accepted according to the following schedule: September Experience: mer quarter. Appoin~ent of a .a
Between l/26/ - 8/14/81, Student Teaching and Option C Entry Phase: new editor will be for the spring
Fall 1981, , Between 2/20/Sf - 3/20/81, Wint~r 1982, Between 5/18/81 - quarter and the business manager
term runs from summet quarter
'
8/21/81, Spring 1982, Between 11/20/81 - 12/18/81. ·
. · through spring quarter 1982.
Applicants for editor must have
Si'~gles
complete4 · or be taking Mass
Madia 347 (editing) . and the •
~ntral's Singles Club · will hold a short business meeting, and plan business manager must have comanother activity, March 5th ill the Sub room 207, 7 p.m. Newcomers are · pleted accounting 252 by the time
welcome. For more information call 962-2425 or 925-4541.
their appointment becomes effective.
·Application8 for the editor's position are .due in the Mass Media
Program Office, Bouillon 244 by _.
Friday, March 6th. Business
manager applications must be
received by April 15. (Accountant
In recognition of National FBLA-PBL Week, Feb. S..14, Washington
should have no trouble rememberstate FBLA-PBL members attended the "Seattle TOday" show in Seattle
ing that date.)
last week. The members spoke with host Mr. Cliff Lenz, explaining the
In your written application cover ·
goals, objectives, and activities of FBLA-PBL.
such items as college and universiAttending the show from CWU were Mark Gatsos, Western Regiori Vice
ty courses completed, professional
President and Washington State President, Sue LaLumeire, Washington
experience, and other information
-State Secretary, Keith Olson, Chapter President, and chapter members
which you feel will aid the mass
JoAnne Comstock and Pam Washburn.
media faculty in making their
· selection. Applicants should suggest a time when they will be
. available for a personal interview.
Salary for .the editor is $100, per
A- selected, partially annotated list of new books from the Central ._ issue and the bilsiness manager
Library. On the new book shelves, Room 203, Feb. ~March 2.
·receives $150 per month.
•

available

Dates for options set

Central

.Future business leaders
recognized by TV show

•

News from the library

Classifieds

Jane Kohn. Widower. 1978. ·(Short and long term reactions to death-of a

spouse.)
Tess A. Warschaw. Winning by negotiation. 1980. (Styles, tools and tacFOR SALE
.cs. Negotiation with the family for power, money, sex.)
Original VJ recording "Introducing the
Beatles" never played. Call 674-2166 or write
· · dow II, selected Columbia Basin history and lore.
obin C. Landis and Micha.el W. Klass, eds. OPEC, policy implications Rt 4 Box 123, Cle Elum, 98922.
or the United States. 1980.- · .
·
.
. G. Ryckman. What do you men by that,, the art of speaking and writing . I need to borrow, rent, or buy any size guitar
amp. A.S.A.P. Make Some cash! Call Robin
!early. 1980.
3-2521.
bert K. Merton ed. Socfological tradiiions frorn generation to genera.
·on~ · 1980. .
WHOEVER TOOK MY MINOLTA XG-2
.#.
•
Ytian Tien. Population theory in China~ 1980.
•No questions Ssked. Please retUrn to me or Art
. C
S .~IJ
S ;
~Leamer. P.L. ·94-142, related federal legiSlation for handicapped ·I>ept. Office. Josh 963-3381. Art Dept- 983-~. · .
hildren and iniplications for co-ordination. 1978.
·
·
•------------The follo\ving schools will have repres.entatives at the career Planning ·
bert J. Martin. Teaching,through encouragement, techniques to hel
.
PROF~IONAL TYPING .
Spelling and punctuation corrected. ·
and Placement Center to interview ·candi«hltes. Sign-up sclledules are · udent learn. 1980.
·
posted one.week, to_·the day;. before the· arrival ~f the ·interviewers on Richard L. Morrill: Teaching values in.college,·facilitating developmen Reasonable ~tes: ~745.
campus-.
.
. .
. . .
.
·. . . . of ethical; moral, and value cawareness in students. 1980; .
Feb. 26-27 - Portland Public: Schools, Portland, OR"'. .Elementary and Teaching bas.i.· c skills
.· in:~ollege, a gw·de~io obi·ectives, skills assessinent, OVERSEAS ·JOBS * Summer/year found;
· ·
· f th · ·
· win
la k Hall '
Europe, S.Amer.,· AU8tr$1ia~ Asia. All fieldsi ·
Sec.ortdaty. G~oup meeting, ~10 ~.m. o~ ose ~teMe
g.:B c ·. _.. . cour8e content, teaching methods, slipp0n servi~es arid admini$tration. .'500-1200 monthly. Sightseeing; Free info:
.
.
H
OdellS
TAR
t
di
to
ard
·
d
tir
t·
Write
109
Elwyn . .
. • . ., s u es w . agmg ·an re emen ,:a repo . 9362.5.-iJC Box 52.WA3, carona Del Mar. CA .
M~ 3<•.Lake Washington School District, Kirkland, WA- Elementary ·· acadelllic . program, · commwiity ·sem«:e• . research~. 1977. · (Rese~rc.., ..________
-~
-~-;;.;·--·,;,.,
· _____.;.;;.;;;;.;;;..~,;,;.;;
1 The Ji'.embliSt_Women's
and Sec.o ndary ~
reported b)r a Professor: ~eritua of cWu).. ; ·
· ·
~ea!Ui center provides ·
\Vashington:State~ Central W.~hingtOn. University. Retirement plannin · ;=~:nn~OS:~=r· ;:~
· conlinittee. S.T.A.R.; ~udies to.ward.aging and retirement.
, ·
. $75-6422. •
. . . . _
Mario Baroni. ·Proposal for - ~ graminar of melody;. the Bach COOrales.11--~--------. .
..
1978: . .
,, ..
. .
.
.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! ; Research
THe~': Hungei:: ~ction CC>.!l!W ' will sponsor a filni entiUed ·"Bottlt ·
·. .
. · ·
. .
.
;catalog-306 pag0-10,278 descriptive listing&Babies~' tonight from ~:~7 r . at·the center for Campus Ministry. Jan '. David' D. Duncan' Viva Picasso~ centennial celebration 1881.;,1981 . .1980.. -Rush '$1 (refundable). Box 25097C, Los .
Solomarf ~d Jim Simpson wlli a:isb speak:-0n the -"~estle Boyc~tt--" .
. . Paµl ·-SiniOn.' Tongue-tied~ .ArDencan,. confronting , the foreign , languag An8elaai CA _90025: c21a> 477-8226.
-
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,

Hunger film tonight .

,: lnter. ~,-a, ti.· oM,·l _,Club meeting· . . ~~~~et~·TNcmng~Jish~~forelgn~ge.i•
~=~~;
D.
notes
·-~

_

.

. _

Alec

Hope. New .Cratylus~

01t the ~afhf pottery.1979.'.

: '

anc1 morel t98i.Emp1oyer listings, infe>rmaJion

.Lary L. May~ -Screenirig .o~·~· p&st, the '.bitth of mass cUJt1:1te:·aDd th ~de. $4. ·AJ8sco, Box_m7, San Jose, CO~ist

Interrtational , Club meeting; lllursday, March 5 at · 7 p.m .. ·SUB 104 . niotion picture industey-.1980·... ·
···
, ·.
.·
(Teanaway). Everyone is inVited to attend.
·
.... · . .. · ·
: Found
: ....·. . ,
)ll.cliael-Wilding~ Politic81 nctio~~ 1980. (PC>liticai and socilil .Cciirim
Set··o.f· keys foQJld; on,the lawn be~ tlie ·! ·.
tary in ·prose_literaturef:,, ' · ·· : · ·
. ·. ·
:· ' ~> .
libnlty -~ ··Instructional building•. 'f9esibly .
Nebull,nvinnen. ·Vols. 12, 13,
H~.1980. (Documents, siories and pa
lciist by 9eo1>1e: PJaying' .f~~ ~ al the.
Campus~. .
'·:.
:connected 'witb·the Scien~: Fidioir Writers of.American and Neb
. .
.
'"' .
award~ bail~g.)
_" .
. . .. ~
- . _
'.
For Sale: g1ria· 3 si>eed bike. $25. c.an ~.
Central Outdoor Progrm proffiises more than five feet of snow ·at Paw Brooks.·Speaking fot nature·, _hOw li~rary naturalistS froin . Heu~. 3 ------·-· ' -------White Pass for a twO-day winter camp-out March 7 and 8.
· Thoreau to Rachael Car8on ·have shaped American. 1980.
"
Happy 30th birthday Patti Ranta,
Everyone is·invited to the snowshoe hike-in, with $8 registration cover- Eastma!') Kodak Company. Photography througti the microscope.. l974. ~n~~~---------.
. ing transportation, snowshoe$, stoves, tents and sleeping bags.
Erich Jantsch. Self-organizing wliverse, scie~tific and hwnan· implica 'Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call ·
.
· William, evenings at 92S-5937.
Participants will provide their own fOod and clothing, snqwshoeing in tions of the- emerging paradigm of evolution. 1980.
a bout two miles, building igloos and receiving instruction on basic_mowr i D.A. Mcintyre. Indoor climate. 1980. (Physics and mechanies of heat · IH~iilliiiilllll!.p_lli....ELE---cr~a--o-LY....s.-.1s...........................
Permanent removal of unwanted hair. Private
m safety, winter camping and emergency measures.
h uman habl'tations. )
and confidential. For more information call
?or more information, call Jennifer Nelson at CWU Recreatiop, . D.B. Gower. Steroid hormones. 1979.
Midge Standley. 92:>-4353.
3-3512.·
Samuel Sanes. Physician faces cancer in himself. 1979.

'·~~ SJiowlth~~trip planned
~
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by GIUFFRE

... GONNA NEED HELP~KID ... BRING
THE CIGARS ON MY Dc:.SK ... THE
PoR.TABLE. TV, BIG Gl"Mf.. Y'KNON...
PICK. VP A COVPLE. 6 PACKS ...
POTATO C.1-H PS, PRETZEL 5 ...

:;.........

...

0

by Bob Cordray

ALEX IN WONDERLAND

WHAT I NEED IS

OH! I'M

ENGINEER!

NOT AN
ENGINEER!

A COMMUNICATIONS

I
1

:

YOU DON'T

'4AVE A B.5.
DEGREE?

!I

AUDIO

ELECTRONICS

NO, BUT I CAN
S'400T THE BULL
WITH TME BEST
OF THEM!
AUDIO

:

ELECTRONICS
!
CORP.
.

CORP.

~

CJ
CJ

l~I

I

I1

HELP

WANTED
I

I

I

by EDDY ELIA

PISCES
WHAT WAS TMRT?

Stereotypes·

~-SPK£
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LfAT~E:..R fUG,ITT" ..jt(_k'f-T wrn-\ A FUR.COLLAR.
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FRANKLY SPEAKING

phil frank

~
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(I COLUGE M£DIA S£JMCES ·box 4244 ·Berkeley. CA. 94704
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Child abuse interest traced to '50s

The current wave of interest in of the breakdown of the family,
child abuse dates back to the 19SO's and this is why so many different
when it was "discovered" by the spectrums of society are becoming
press. The media dredged up involved.''
stories of small children locked in
Unfortunately, people have
closets for years, dunked alive in become conditioned to think of
boiling water, raked against abuse as only extreme situations.
radiators and who were otherwise But there is a whole range of abuse
maimed or tortured in ways more that has been dealt with the public
horrifying than anyone would doesn't even acknowledge as being
believe.
part of the problem at this point.
And because of all the sensaWhen a parent is hitting a child
tionalism, such accounts forced uncontrollably; or when he is dumthe public to cope with· the idea ping his personal rage on his child
child abuse has become a com- without inflicting trauma needing
mon place happening in · the treatment, the child has been abusAmerican home.
ed and the parent is abusing.
Although most counselors and
Understandable, parents with
social workers cannot explain it abuse problems have been afraid
thoroughly, they admit the· pro- to identify themselves. But often
blem exists within all varieties of the studies show the majority of
personal and social levels and can the cases in which the parent has
no longer be ignored.
been out of hand, show it has usual"Child ·abuse is about as close to ly been a woman.
apple pie and motherhood as yo~
She is often young, unmarried
can get," says UCLA psychiatrist and acting alone to destroy her
Morris Paulson. "It's a symptom child during the first weeks of life,

R

as though trying to carry out a
belated abortion. But perhaps she
is just frustrated and unhappy and
takes it out on her child.
As a whole, the reported cases of
child abuse tend to concentrate in
the lower socioeconomic levels of
society, where ·the majority have a
hard time · dealing with life in
general. Yet child abuse also occurs in all the other levels of_the
financial bracket.
However, the middle class cases
are just handled differently
because the parents have the
means of avoiding and evading
the cases, but
the
judicial
review
real
issue
is ofemotional
strain
because of the economic stratifica-

these children happen because of a
variety of reasons, not just
economic or emotional.
This series of articles will explore the psychological develop, ment that goes into forming an
· abusive parent, various case
studies, the effects on the child, the
social responsibility of teachers,
organizations, and etc. and a look
at the future as to how the illness is
handled now, in comparison to the
past.
Because the media has shown

the gruesome realitites the public
did not want to see, the issue of
child abuse is now more difficult to
deal with. Mainly because it seems
incureable.
Dead babies may _ sell
newspapers, but the public needs
to get out of that, so they can deal
with the problem in a rational way
instead of with this intense
"anxiety-fear" reaction. This
series will deal with the subject in
these ·realistic terms.
Next: Child cases

R ehahi·li·tati·on act
• dI•ffucu
· It
appIication

tions that now exist.
Butseeninthelight,theissueof
child abuse broadens. In a social
sense, any child who grows up in ,
poverty, a string of foster homes
ficulties involved in applying secthat thwart basic emotional needs by Stan Peery
tion 504 of the 1973 rehabilitation
·has a higher risk of being abused.
Barbara
act, which requires all educational
The
renowned
Dr.
The string of acts occuring to
Bateman discussed various dif- programs to be open to students
• with learning disabilities.
"The application of section 504,"
remarked Bateman in the course
of her talk, "will not bring about
the horrific images that have been
going through the minds of many
teachers-of elevators in every
building with stairs, braille
elevator buttons, or visual fire
alarms.
The controversy centered, not on
obvious disabilities, but on writing,
speaking, and emotional and mental disorders.
One professor asked Bateman
what he should do in the event he
passed two students as equal in the
course although one did in five
years what most students do in 10
months, and then an employer laid
it on him later when these two had
gained employment, that the one
who took longer in school couldn't
hack the job at all?
Bateman's answer was individual uistances like that would
need a standard to judge individual
cases by, and that "section 504 has
never been to court." For this
reason educators need to figure out
ways to judge individual cases of
· learning disability.
Bateman has had a lengthy
career in education. She received a
B.S. in Psychology from the
University of Washington in 1954,
and an M.A. in Special Education
four years later. Bateman then
received a Ph.D. in Special Ed. in
1962 from the University of Illinois.
Asked why she returned to
school in the early 70's, Bateman
responded, "After 20 years in
education, I lost the sense of
challenge. There didn't seem to be
much left in the field to do."
In 1976, she received a J.D. (Doctor of Law) degree from -the
University of Oregon Law school.
Bateman didn't plan to start
specializing in education and law,
"It just turned out that way," she
said.
Bateman has .traveled a great
deal in recent years lecturing on
law and education, as well as
teaching related courses at various
institutions. Some of these are
teachers rights, students rights
and law and special education.
Bateman is listed in Who's Who
of American Women, Community
Leaders of America, 2,000 Women
of Acheivement ( 1970 to present),
COLUMBIA PlcnJRES PRESENTS
and Persons of Eminence in Ex- _
A MARTIN RANSOHOFF PRODUCTION
ceptional Education.
A RALPH BAKSHI ALM
Bateman's talk was one· in a
·"AMERICAN POP"
three part faculty forum sponsored
Written by RONNI KERN Executive Producer RICHARD ST. JOHNS
™
-A
RESTRICTED~
by the faculty developement fund,
Mflt Gilar4ian
Prc~:luced by MARTIN RANSOHOFF & RALPH BAKSH.I Directed by RA.LPH BAKSHI 0[]1 ~E~: I ~
and the FIPSE (Fund for Improvement of Post-Secondary Education) Grant.
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Opening at Selected Theatres Near You.

